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SIU~C

may lose work-study
fu_nd~ if not spent by FY '85
By Jay SmaU
Staff Writer
SIU-C may have to send large
of money eannarked for
College W()rk-Study back to thJ;
federal go !emment if the funds
are not used I)y the end of fiscal
year 1984, thE: University's top
financial aid official said
Thursday.
Joe Camille, director of
student work and financial
assistance, said fiscal officers
are being instructed to fill
student work openings for the
rest of the semester with
students wtw are eligible for
worlt-study funds. The effort, he
said, is to try to spend more of
the allocation so that next
year's oueay will not be
reduced.
Camille said $1.7 million has
been allocated for wor.!r.-study
ai SIU-C in FY '84. The
government allows sru-c to
hold back 10 percent of that
sum,
or
$170.000,
for
!".;:::s

distnbubon in FY '85 - but
more than that may be unused
at year's end, Camille said.
"About a month ago, we
calcu1ated that if expenditures
k~pt going the way they were,
we'd Dav£: more than $170,000
left over at the end of fiscal
1984," Camille said. "That
leaves a real possihility of
giving money back to the
government."
If, for example, $180,000 of the
allocation is unspent at the end
of FY '84, $10,000 will go back to
the federal government, and
SIU-C's work-study allocation
for FY '85 will be reduced by the
same amuunt, a~"~ording to
Calnille.
He could not estimate how
much of the allocation might be
handed back to Uncle Sam, but
he said the University is
keeping close track of workstudy expenditures.
Although the move to hire
work-study students for new
jobs is on, currently emploved

students whose work-study
awards run out early will not
receive extensicns from the
remailjng funds, Camille said.
"That's a different problem,"
he said. "Once we award a sum
... that's all we can award. The
cost of attendance hasn't gone
up.
"The fact that we have funds
left over doesn't mean we can
give a blanket extension to
work-study students," he said.
Camille said work-study
awards are determined by
subtractinA
family
contribution... and other financial
aid from the cost of attending
the University.
"Any student who is running
out of work-study awards
should contact a financial aid
adviser,"
Camille
said.
"Sometimes something can be
worked out."
Camille said the University
has not returned work-study
funds to the government in the
past.
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Special prosecutor may
probe Meese's finances
WASHINGTON (AP)
Edwin Meese asked Thursday
for the appointmf!nt of a special
pr~uttlr iQ make a "rapid,
Impartial and thorough" probe
of charge!' of political and
f:.lancia1 improprieties that
jeopardi2.e his prospect of
becoming attorney general.
Meese acted after the
disclosure - latest in a series
on his finances - that he failed

savings in the White House
Federal Credit Union.
Presidential
spokesman
Larry Speakes said he
presumed Meese would file
corrected tax returns fOT 1981
and 1982.
President Reagan ~aid he has
full confidence in "my truSted
colleague for 17 years" and that
Meese would remain as
pr~lde:lHal counselor pending

~ou~lr~dc~~Wat::~n~~rs:;t:~

See MEESE, Page 2

Workfare called partial
reDledy for uneDlployntent
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer

Spring at last?

Staff Pboto by Seou Shaw

Johu agll Irma ErlcksoD took adwagge of Tlmrsday's SUDDY weather
by &aldag a walk 011 their property 011

(.'haulauqua Road. Bllt 011 Friaay Dlgbt
a cold froot Is predicted to briDg pardy
cloudy skies and cool temPfratures.

The director of the Illinois Work
ExperieilCe Program on Thursday told
members of the Job Loss Project that
workfare was "a part oCtile solution" to
the 20 percent unemplo...ment problem
in Soutl)em Dlinois.
The $1 million program, in early
stages in 11 counties, was blasted by the
Herrin-based project two weeks ago,
which said wlJrkfar-:! was "slave labor"
and that a mandatory program would
compouad the unemployment problem
in t'M! region.
Poll Hatmaker, IWEP director, said
that workfare would not create .jobs,
but on a long-term basis would help
public Slid recipients maintain work
skill'! and g .. :n experience and a
reference for employment.
Ten of 400 Williamson County public
aid recipients with dependent children
have a}ready been assigned to work for
three months in public and private nonprofit organizations at minimum wage
for 40 to 80 hours a month, depending on
the family size and the benefits alreildy
received.
The intent of workfare, which cot..ild
affect about 2,500 of the state's joilless
wil'Un four months, is not to displace
those already employed, he emphaSized. But U:ose who don't
cooperate with workfare will lose
benefits.
Williamson County IWEP director
Prena Castrale, Ronald McAtee, bead
'If thE Work Incentive PrOlr.'am (WIN),
and Hatmaker met with project
members for more than two hours in
the basement of the Herrin Post Office.
Hatmaker said that IWEP is mandatory because the state is trying to
address a public sentiment which expresses that those who can work should,
lDcluding those on public aid. And
because of a fiscal pmch he said it's
important that those who don't neE'd aid
stay off the welfare rolls.
Workfare, the last step of the state's

WIN program ftmded by a $1.5 billion
federal block grant, is ma..1'1dated by the
Sangmeister Bill which was passed by
the General Assembly in 1980. That bill
stemmed from the federal Omnibus
Reconciliation Bill passed during the
Carter administration.
But Nick Rion, head of Job Loss
Project, questioned whether it was
possible to make "such a great
pr~am" voluntary.
Rion said he feels it mipht lead to
layoffs in private industries because
employers might discto 'er they couid
profit by us;ng those in the workfare
program at no cost.
Hatmaker responded that the state
has the option to make it voluntary, hut
at the expense of violating the federal
statute, which could mean risking the
loss of federal block grants. He said the
statute explicitly states that workfare
cannot displace workers.
"A mandatory rrogram makes sense
for the overal. public assi!:tance

r:~~~~~!;e~h~~~~!~~ benefit

But H.~tmaker said there is a concern
"bubbling up" from the constituents of
legislators to provide a state work
program.
"We know a majority af people on
welfare want to work," t.e said. "We try
to do the best we can."
He agreed, however, that the statute
may need changes, which he said would
have to be made by the General
Assembly.
Hatmaker said he realizes it's difficult and tiri.Jg for a person to keep
See WORKFARE, Page 2

Gus says the guy who says wOrkf81'2 Is
grea& staff bas a Job. of course.

Action, TrojltD parties ready to begin USO race
By Joim Stewart
Staff Writer

Bot.h groups aiming to sial>!
candidatea in the Aprn 18
Undergraduate Student
Organization election have set
down plans in anticipation of
the start of offi. ~al campaigning on March 28.
Andy LeightOll, presidential
candidate for me newlf fonned
Action Party, said his group
wiU try to obtain 3,000
signab.!rc:S on its petitions. Only

300 are necessary for a party to
appear on the banot and Action
has over 1,000 now, Leighton
said. Printed pAinter's caps,
butto:l8, brochures, posters and
media advertisements will also
be used to familiarize students
with Action's name and its
stands.
The Trojan Party will ron an
issue oriented campaign,
designed to stir up student
interest and ultimately large
voter turnout,.according to Ron
Orr, Trojan vice presidential

candide!.. A large voter turnout would lend credibility to
USO in deali.ng with the campus
admi.'listration. be said.
"We could point to past
Trojan accomplishments, but
we're not. There are other
things to be done," sldd Lamont
Brantley, Trojan presidential
candidate. Brantley said the
Trojans have about 'J:l
senaiorial candidat.es running,
most of whom aren't incumbent.
"The Cinly thing that's old is

our name - Trojan's a new
organization," Brantley said,
but he added that the core of the
Trojan party is experienced.
Orr and Brantley have five
year;l of senate experience
between them.
Keeping Vtith the trend in
national campaigns, both
~rties claim they have "new
Ideas." Leigl,ton reiterated that
Action was "looking beyond
tomorrow" . The current
Committee on Internal Affairs
has "stifled new ideas" and

Leighton said he wants to
change that, along witt
bringing organization and
enthusiasm to the senate.
. Brantley. chairman of the
CIA this year, said he wants to
promote SIU-C's good points to
recruit new siudents, and
favors exploring options to
obtain additional state funds
instead of increasing student
tuition.
The Action party has more
See CAMPAIGN, Page 3

Two convicted, two acquitted
in barroom gang rape case
By Fred Bayles
Of tbe Associated Press

FALL RIVER, Mass. (AP' A jury on Thursday convicted
two men 01 aggravated rape
and acquitted two others of all
charges in the case of a woman
who was gang-raped on a
barroom pool table wbile
spectators cheered.
Two other men were convicted earlier of agg~avated
rape in a separate trial with a

S~t~rci~~djU~~~ein t~a righh~a

~ame a rallying point for
women's rights groups wben it
was reported a year ago that a
22-year-old woman had been
attacked in Big Dan's saloon in

New Bedford.
The jury convicted Vi~tor
Raposo arK! John Cordeiro, who
witnesses testified tried to nave
oral sex with the woman while
she was pinned against the
table. It acquitted VirlJilio
Medeiros and Jose MedeU'OS.
Witnesses said they tried to
interfere with effort to stop or
report the assault, but no one
direcUy linked them to the rape.
Raposo collapsed in tears at
the verdict, ,,;,:!iile Virgilio
Medeiros hugged his attoJ1lPY
Frank O'Boy. There were
subdued cheers as tbe
acquittals were announced, and
moans at the convictions.
Seventeen extra court officers ringed the courtroom to

maintain order. They formed a
line between the defendants and
the audience. Spectators lined a
sidewalk across the street from

~u~o~e:,~:&~~ ~~~f~~:;;

the streets outside.
The two Medeiros mel, who
are not related, left immediately to be witb their
friends ami family.
Judge WilUam Yl'Utlg said
sentencing would not take place
before Monday. The guilty
could receive life t(;rms, and
federal authorities may move to
deport them.

The jury of six men and six
wamen deliberated about seven
hours.

MEESE from Page 1
the probe, which could take
months and throw the issue into
the midst of the electiOi.
campaign.
Edwin Thomas, the friend
whG..<:e interest-free loan to Mrs.
Meese first touched off calls for
Meese to withdraw as a
nomine€, said in a letter made
public Tbursday by the Senate
Judiciary Committee that he

loaned the Meeses money on
several other occasIons.
Thomas, his wife and his son
all wound up with fed,..al jobs.
Thomas said he loaned Meese
about $8,000 in 1979 wher.
Meese, with his family in
Europe, "at the last minute
decided to purchase a
Volkswagen." Another time,
Thomas said. he loaned Mrs.

Meese money when they were
"out of ti.e city in 1001 and it
was the last day to pay their
taxes."
Meese issued a statement
that he was sure he would be
cleared of "the:; misrepresenta tions and baseless charges
wbich have been raised in this
political year by those who
oppose my nomination."

.News RoundupMitterrand calls for world stability
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Francois Mitterrand of
France, addressing a joint meeting of Congress, called
Thursday for a global effort to "reduce the level of misery in
the world" as an important step toward improving the atmosphere for stability and peace.
He said while the quest for peace is vital, it will be pointless
so lo.og as "~:e allow the underlying causes of war to prosper."
Mltterrand told Congress France supports efforts to bring
peace and democratic rule to nations such as those in Central
America, where EI Salvador not only is fighting leftist insurgents but is plagued by "poverty and economic exploitation."

F4Jhting flares in west Beirut
BEIRUT, Lehan.>n (AP) - Street fighting broke out between Moslems in west Beirut on Thursday when Druse
militiamen disarmed a Sillall pro-Libyan group blamed for
recent abductions of Christians and a "campaign of
lawlessness ...
Eight people were killed and 17 hurt, including a U.S. news
photographer, in fi2hti:1g between Druse, headed by Walid
Jumblr.tt, and the Su~ni Moslem leftist Mourabitoun, police
SOUrct'f said.
~e fi&t!ters won control of all Mourabitoun strongholds
by midday Thursday, including the group's headquarterll and
radio station.

EDB found in Mexican oranges
SPRINGFIELD (APl - lilinois health officials said
Thursday they have found high levels of the banned pesticidl!
ethylene dibromide in imported Mexican oranges believed to
be in stores throughout the state.
Fred Uhlig, acting direr.tor of the state Department of
Public Health, said he is asking that the fruit be taken off store
shelves.

WORKFARE froll1 Page 1
looking for a job after talking to
~ or 30 potential employers. He
said he understood that some
counties don't even have 25

expanded, said McAtee, who
added that it would be too cosUy
to make it a statewide program.

em~~~unties

"Some of the things we're
ooing for people, in WIN and
lWEI', will make the jobless
employable," said McAtee.
"But IWEP is not the solution

where workfare is being tested will be
reviewed for six months to see
whether the program will be

(USPS 1692201

for all the unemployed."
WIN partiCipants must attend
weekly meetings and look for 40
jobs during a two-month period
or else lose public aid. McAtee
said 400 people statewide lose
public aid every month for not
cooperating with WIN.
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delegate wins p'uzzle Hart coordinator

By Rod Ston.
Staff Writer
and Th. Assoclate1! Press

Sen. Gary Hart's capture
Tuesday of five of Southern
Illinois' six delegates is a
mystery to his local campaign
cooralnator,
since
the
pres~dential primary in the
regior. was still too close to caU
Thursd ..,y with two precincts
remaining to be counted.
Lloyd I:i'lirr.s, Hart's cam-

f,ign coordinator for the 22nd
Congressional District,
Thursday was al r. loss to explain why in this district Hart
delegates won victories over
delegates for Walter Munda!e,

r:!:a~~rm~~ hf:r~lr a :~i~

president. With two St. Clair
County precincts yet to be
tallied, Hart was leading
Mondale by 435 votes, Haims
said.
Haims said he thought in

many Southern TIlinois counties
name association had a lot of
bearing on delegate voting.
Hart workers canvassed the
region up until late in the afternoon on election day, letting
voters know who to vote for,
which may also have contributed to the delegate victory,
he said.
In the state primary Mondale
won fr7 delegates, Hart, 39, and
Chicago
Mayor
Harold
Washin~ton, 35 as favorite-son

candidate. This gave Monru:le
629 delegates as of Wednesday,
to Hart's 355. The Rev. Jesse
Jackson had 61 and 135 were
uncommitted.
To win the nomination, a
candidate needs 1,967 delegates
of the 3,933 total dt>legates at the
convention. In the next three
weeks, voters in over a halfdozen st'ltes vtill allocate 681
pled~ed (elegalPs to the convention.
New York, which have the

b:~f:dd~:I~'o~~\a da~lf::~~on~

Amtrak board approves route
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer

The Amtrak board of
directors Thursday gave
unanimous approval for an
April 29 start-up of a passenger
train route that will link Carbondale and St. Louis, according to Debbie Marciniak,
spokeswoman for Amtrak.
The new route, which will be
called the "River Cities" route,
will provide one roundtrip daily
between Carbondale and st.
Louis, with stops in Belleville
and Centralia, Marciniak said.
The "River Cities" route is
part of an extension of the
"Missouri Mule" route, which
currently runs between Kansas
City and St. Louis.
Passenger cars will be
switciled in Centralia from the
"River Cities" line to the "City
Ilf New Orleans," which runs
between Chicago and New
Orleans.

A major reason for the
establishf!>er!t of the new route
is to make transportation
available for 7.9 million people
from St. Louis and connections
farther west to the 1984 World's
Fair, which begins May 11 in
New o,leans , Marciniak said.
A'''trak estimates 53,000
people will use the "River
Cities" route in its first. year of
operation, Marciniak said.
Amtrak President Graham
Claytor Jr. projects that the
route will produce a profit in its
first year, which will help
Amtrak reduce its dependence
on federal subsidies, Marciniak
said.
The Amtrak ooard of
directors delayed a decision on
the route on Feb. 15, citing
operating and scheduling
problems.
Barry Williams, spokesman
for the National Association (\f
Railroad Passengers, said that
trains are expected to depart

Carbondale about 5 a.m. and
arrive in St. Louis about 8 a.m.
Trains will depart St. Louis
about 9 p.m. and arrive in
Carbondale about midnight.
Time tables for new routes
are usually readjusted after six
months, Williams said.
Amtrak rejected a route
directly linking Carbondale and
~.. Louis because capital im.~rovements were expected to
cost about $4 million, Williams
said.
The Centraila link will
require about $250,000 in capital
impt'{}vements for a passenger
platform in Belleville and track
connection improvemenis at
East St. Louis and Ce'.ltralia,
Williams said.
The "River Cities" route wi!!
use Dlinois Central Gulf tracks
between
Centralia
and
Belleville,
and
Norfolk
Southern Railroad tracks
between Belleville and St.
Louis, Williams said.

vention, holds its primary April
3. Pennsylvania, with the
fourth-largest delegation,
conducts its primary the
followinl!' wPek.
In Connecticut, with 52
pledged delegates at stake in its
primary Tuesday, and in New
York, Hart can battle for his full
share of the delegates based on

the overall presidential vote.
In Pennsylvania, as he wao:; in
Illinois, Harl is at a disat'vantage. While Mondale has a
full slate of 117 distric'
delegates, Hart has only 45.
Thus, even if Han should IItin
the popular votE', Mondale could
end up with more delegates
bec?use he has more on the
ballot.
In Dlinois, Mondale had a full
slate of delegates in all 22
congressional districts, while
Hart had delegates !'.lated in
only 10.
Haims said he expected Hart
to do better than he did in
Jackson County, although Hart
did beat Mondale in the county.
Haims said many students were
disappointed that Hart cancelled his scheduled visit to
Southern Illinois before the
primary, which he thO'Jght may
have cost him several thousand
student votes

CAMPAIGN from Page 1
than 30 senate candida tes up for
the 38 geographic and
academically
apportioned
senate seats. and will stress
maximum
student
involvement. Leighton said
Action campaign literature will
urg~ student to give blood in the
upcoming blood drive, April 2
through 6, as a pre-election
attempt to begin to get students
involved.
Trojans intend to copy their
successful cam~ip.n strategy
of last year, utilizing printed T-

Whether it was

shirts, posters, brochures and
buttons to generate public
awareness of their name and
issue positiOns. Brantley said
Trojans will go door to door to
talk to students and to solicit
their votes.
Both Brantley and Lei~ton
said they would speak to
registered student groups to
;nform them on their positions
and to seek their support. Both
said they would agree to a
debate, but nothing has been
arranli!ed yet.
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Meese not the pick
for attorney general
IN WHAT ONE MEMBER of the Senate Judiciary Committee has
termed "election-year cannibalism," U.S. attorney general
nominee Edwin Meese m has been undergoing a slow roasting in
his confirmation bearings.
Spice for the Meese-feast is being provided mainly by the
disclosure that Meese's wife, Un;u1a, received a $15,000 interestfree loan, which Meese failed to report on his financial disclosure
statement as reouired by law.
Meese, President Reagan's closest advisor, said he forgot about
the loan.
Coincidence of coincidences, Edwin Thomas, who mCfJe the loan,
and his wife, Gretchen, were later given government jobs.
But the sordid tale of Mr. Ed and the forgotten money does not end
there. Ursula Meese used the money to buy stock in Biotech Capital
Coro., (Thomas also traded in Biotech stock) which received
federal backing from the Small Business Administration for a $5
million dollar loan at a time when the loan guarantee program wa..
being cut back. Apparently _the SBA "forgot" about its own
moratoriwn on guarantees. Ursula later sold the stock at a loss.

BUT HER BUSINESS savvy improved when she hought 200
shares of American Cytogenetics Inc. ilt $2.50 a share in 1981.
Biotech bought Cytogenetics, and Ursula sold the stock last year at
three times its purchase price.
Some members of Congress have asked the Security and Exchange CommissiOll to investigate the transactions for evidence of
insider trading.
And there are other ~estionable financial dealings a.nd federal
appointments in Meese s past.
Great American Federal Savings and Loan Association of San
Diego &lIowed Meese to fall 15 months in arrears on a $420,000
mortage. (Meese probably forgot to pay.) The chairman and a vice
president of the company were later given government posts.
John McKean, a tax accountant who arranged $60,000 in loans for
Meese was given a job with the U.S. Postal Service Board, and
Thomas Barrack, who contributed $70,000 toward the purchase of
Meese's borne, was made deputy secretary of interior.

FORTY STATES currently
have rape shield laws. These
are intended to keep out of the
courtroom any record of the
victim's past sexual conduct.
Massachusctts is one the the 40
states, but as the Big Dan's
rape trial unfolds in Falls River
before a national audience, the
weakness of the shield law is on
full view.
It has come out that the
woman who said she was raped
on a barroom pool table fast
March ::y a group of New
Bedford men may have been a
welfare cheat. She also "lives
with" a man. She had been
drinking before the attack. In
addition, the woman offered to
carry drinks from the bar to the
pool table for two of the men.
NONE OF THAT is reh'vant
to whether rape took place. It is
all "personal character"
evidence introduced to transform an innocent victim into a
guilty victim. In the Falls River
trial, the victim has been
portrayed as a loose-morals
lowlife. Who is she to object to
from a few friendly boys at
thto neighborhood tavern?
During the years in which
women's groups and others
',Vere successfully persuading
state legislatures to pass rape
shield laws, efforts were made
to reform sex statutes in other
ways. Information about an
alleged offender's past crimes
- such as prevIOUS convictions
for rape - should be allowable.
This effort failed. As a result,
judges allow juries to be told
that a victimized woman has a
sexu~1 relations~ip wit!l iler
boyfriend but the Judges cannot
be informed that the attacker is
just out of prison on a rape
conviction.
THIS DOUBLE standard
over to witnesses. In the
New Bedford trial, the bartender who said he saw the
assault found his character
being attacked by the defense.
He has had visions of the devil,
it was alleged. That information
spilL~

Syndicated Columnist
is meant to persuade the jury
that he is an unreliable spaceout.
Perhaps
he
was
hallucinating the action atop
the pool table.
The treatment of rape victims
and witnesses by m~,y judges
and defense lawyers partly
explains the extremely low
prosecution and conviction rate
in rape cases. The natural
response for a victim is to quit
while she is behind. Why go
through a mental assault in tho;,
courtroom after the phySical
assault outside it? Why should
..itnesses risk public ridicule'?
ONE OF THOSE watching
closely the New Bedford case is
Mary Ann Largen, the director
of governmental affairs for the
National Coalition Against
Sexual Assault. As much as
anyone in the country, Largen
is aware of the inequalities that
persist. She is a longtime victim
rights advocate who wonders
why women who are raped are

:~~u:. ~~~a:V:~~~~=::
Largen believes that "after
all these years of getting rape
shield laws enacted, the outcome of many rape trials still

~~:~~:~t aor~: ~iCW~r:

behavior
and
person:ll
character prior to, during and
after the assault. It's better

AS PART OF Continental's
"crime victim assistance
plan," rape victims and their
families are covered 'or up to
$50,000 in medical expenses
related to the attack. The cost is
$210 a year. In Continental's
words. "That's less than 60
cents a day!"
However much of this may
enrich Continental, rape insurance is another dubious
success for womeD. Male
legislatures gavE: them rape
shield laws that are partial
shields at OOst, and r.ow women
are invited to pay $210 a year to
cover the high costs of victimization. At some future rape
trial, a defendant's lawyer will
tell the jury that not only did the
woman want to be raped
because oi her loose morals but
she wanted also to collect the
insurance.

Daily Egyptian reviewers lack skill

I am taking the plunge and
writing a letter to the Daily
Egyptian, even though I have
little faith in your ability to
reproduce my letter in anything
close to the form it is submitted
to you in. This paper is so full of
typos, mispellings (sic) and
grammatical errors that I find
it hard to believe your reporters
and editors are achIeving an
education in journalism.
mnocence.
I would like to mquire wby the
This is especially true considering that Meese's answer to the Daily Egyptian does oot have
charges of illegality against him is "I forgot." The man who would any reviewers of musical
be responsible for executing the nation's laws "forgot" he was events, plays, etc., who know
breaking one of them.
aboot their subject. I am
Maybe $15,000 is small enough change for a wealthy man like piddly
prompted to write by the
Meese wfcqet it, but only if he f1ad forgo.tten as well to award those abysmal
review of "Die
who aided him financially.
Fledermaus" which appeared
in the Daily Egyptian, March 5.
IT IS NOT VNtJSUAL for elected politicians to reward their Now, you will surely note that I
campaign suppcII'ten with jobs, but Meese was not elected, and did in fact have a lead role in
charges indiCate u.t the money he received enriched him per- the operetta, but I am oot
sonally, Dot. campaip orgaaimtioo.
complaining aboot the fact that
The ~ted pattena surrounding him 01 fmancial assistance (neither) I, Dor any other
followed by federal jobs, plus his strange lack of mem~ con- leading character, received
cerning his loan arrangements should put to death any possibility of anything more than a mention
his appointment to the highest judicial officer in the executive that they were in the show. I am
branch.
wondering why the reviewer
M~, the corpulent man who found 110 evidence of hunger in the chose to spend most of her
United States, ;.whose remarks have shown a chilling disregard for words discussing the inthis nation's guarantees of civil rigbta ~ who owns a history 01 congruities of the wn itself,
federal jobs bartering, apparently believes that those with power rather than the production.
have a dlffenmtstandard of conduct than the downtrodden.
Now, Mr. Strauss IS dead, and
Maybe the heat being applied to Meese is "election-year can- unable to defend himself; and
nibalism," but the object of the roast appears to deserve being anyone who knows anything
cooked well-done.
about music realizes that opera

Dan, ~ IIan:b 2S, 1184

Colman
McCarthy

THE DISTANCE might be
more easily covered if rape
crisis centers had greater
public suport. Although the
establishment in the past
decade of 700 centers appears to
be a major success story, the
reality is that nearly all are
struggling for funds. Corporations aOld ()undations that
give generously to causes with
an upbeat image - Special
Olympics, the local children's
hospital - see rei De crisis
centers in a negative light.
Recruiting celebrities for
fundraising is difficult. Largen
tells of a rape crises center
asking a star professional
athlete to help them with public
education. The response was
emphatic: No. The business
manager iound the issue ~oo
"disgusting" for the athlete's
name to be associated with it.
One of the oddest sources of
help - if help is the right word
- came last month from the
Contineatal Insurance Company. The company now offers
rape insurance.

----~tte~-----------

QUESTIONS HAV;;: ALSO been asked about Meese's move from
~tired to. active ~y Reserves, w'ticb netted him an 18 percent
mcrease m peDSlon benefits, his mvolvement in the purloined
Carter debate papers and reports that he failed to declare some
interest payments on past tax returns.
Meese has asked Attorney General William French Smith to
appoint a special prosecutor to investigate his affairs. While it
w!)l..:1d be Lmfair to pass judgement on the validity of the charges
leveled at Meese before the Justice Department releases its findings, Meese's history as a prosecutor in California - he was partly
responsible for the mass arrest of peace demonstrators at Berkeley
:- sbow he was never one to be concerned about the presumption of

Pap 4,

than it was. but we still have a
long way to go."

.

and operetta are full of inconsistencies, which the
director must attempt to iron
out as much as possible. The
success of that venture could
indeed be worth a paragraph in
a review, but to ignore the
production in order to discuss
the work itself is a useless
achievement.
A good college review of a
musical production should give
a least a sentence to each major
character, bearing in mind that
the performers are in· an
educational setting and should
not be chastised too severely for

their shortcomings (leave that
to the professionals>. Additionally, it is the duty of the
Daily Egyptian to create an
interest in the public to come
and see the production. We are
all part of the same University,
and the successes of one area,
be it football or theater, are
good for the whole.
I hope I havf enlightened
your reviewer just a bit
(perhaps a change of major
would be in order?) - LiDdsey
Van de Kirk. Graduate
Assistant, Sehool of Music.

Alcoholism can never be cured
Mark Sanderson's letter in
the March 7 issue of the Dail;;
Egyptian was extremely wellwritten. It serves as a timely
reminder that, yes, ~e have
problems with alcohol Just lih
any other drug.
However, Mr. Sandiolrson
,states, ..... it is a disease that
can and should be cured .....
Alcoholism is a disease that can
be arrested, much like diat-etes,
but not cured. The progression
of
alcoholism
continues
whether one is drinkil1f or oot.
It getS worse, and the SIgnS "lind
symptoms become more in-

(J

tense. If an alcoholic resumes
drinking even after 20 years of
abstinence, he will be where he
would have been if he had been
drinking all along.
Alcohol Treatment· Services ..
provides evaluations, consultations, education, and
counseling to alcohol and druJt
abusers and families and
friends of alcohol and drug
abusers. SIU-C students are
eligible for services and may
call for an appointment at 5295353.-Cindy Flasch, Case
Coordinator, Alcohol· "re.t~
ment Services

------------------~---~
~arch

s~\.~

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
When tl-ere's darkness, you go where there's
light. Tom Pace, speech professor, moved his

paperwork to the sunlight in a hallway of the
blacked out Communications Building,

3 campus bulldings blacked out
By Terry Levecke
Stan Writer

Problems with an un·
derground cable between
Lawson Hall and Life Science 11
caused a blackout in Lawson
Hall, Rehn Hall and half of tile
Communications Building from
6::«1 a.m. to about 1:45 p.m.
Thursday.
Ten maintenance employees
worked to restore electricity by
rerouting power lines to draw
off a feeder serving Small
Group Housing, said Harrel
Lerch, sliperintendetlt of
building maintenance. The

undprground cable will be in,
st=~ted Friday, weather per·
mitting, Lerch said.
"We've never had a problem
there before," Lerch said. The
nature of the problem cannot be
determined until it is in·
vt'stigated, he said.

S~~h ~~~e ~~aCkt~ oU~o~~
munications Building and left
WSIU·FM unable to receive
National Public Radio, said
Irene Weibel, the station's
assistant manager, But the
station was able to broadcast
the Morning Edition news show
via teleph9ne lines from SIU·E,

The next NPR show was not
scheduled to air until 5 p.m .. so
no further
progam in,
terruptions wt're expected.
WSIU·TV had to delay
broadcasts from its scheduled
7:29 a.m. sign-on to 1:54 p.m.,
when power was restored. An
auxiliary power system enabled
the radio station to broadcast,
but did not service ~rle
television station.
The first day of pleasant
weather in weeks was made a
little nicer for students with
classes in the buildings that lost
power. where classes were
canceled until 2 p.m.

• 25% off in stock Ms. Sero long
slet'W basic oxk'rd shins Choose
from 7 colors with button down or
round collars.

.30% off in stock Jon Woods long sleEve
shirts in various stripes and patterns
• 50 % ·60 % off remaining winter

merchandise

CIC ClASSIC DORNER
Main and Washington
Carbondale

Friday Nite

\~iDB
DlcAa.~lO(1)'"

I.E\VIS PARK STUDY BREAK!
Lewis Par~ Apartments will be acceptir~ applicatiuns for the '84·'85
school year March 22nd
• 12 month rates
• fully carpeted
.' -Drapes
• Convenient location
-Appliances
• SWimminq pool and 2 tennis courts
11I1I~1""r:rl

H"I!I~"I:,m."

Fourht!droom

S296
488
550

S230
3(,8
480

800 East Grand· 457-0446

THE PARAGON GROUP

On.:bcdroom
Two bedroom (4 pcrsllO)

PJ
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.1,O.OO:iVolunteers needed for Special Olympics
By Shell. ROlen
Staff Writer

At 9:30 a.m. April 26, about

600 special athletes wiD p8l?de

through McAndrew stadimn to
kick off the 17th annu'\l
Southern Illinois Speci,d
Olympics.
To help make the day a
success, the sponsors, which
are the SIU-C Recreation
Deparbnent, the Carbondale
Park District all(i the Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr. Foundat!on, are
seeking about 1.000 volunteers,
said E. L. Pavledes, track and
field chairman for the games.
An orientation meeting for
vol1.nteers win be held at 7:30
p.r.1. April 18 in Lawson Hall
r.oom 161.
The oQmPaDS are from the

.Ii:

: ..

counties of Jackson, Perry.
Union, .Williamson, Johnson,
Alexander,
Massac
and
Pulaski. Pavledes said the
Spec;a! OlympiC'S have grown
comiderably in past y~;m; and
that is why the games are
limited to certain counties. He
said that the Southern Illinois
region used ~o cover every
county south of Effingham, but
the regions had to be broken :.Ip
due to the popularity of the
games.
Every
p'articipant will
receive a ribbon, and medals
will go to the first, second and
third-place finishers. Events
include the ~yard dash. the 220
and the 440, the mile relay anel
the Freeburg mile. The
Freeburg mile is named after
Williarr Freeburg. a Car-

bondale resident and the
founder of the Southern Illinois
Special OlympiCS. who will be
one of the dignitaries at the
games. Other event:: include the
softball and frisbee throw, the
wheelchair race, the standing
long jump and the high jump.
Pavledes said that the participants are thrilled about the
games.
"They love it. Some of them
wear theIr ribbons to bed with

them," he said. "Some of them
will show up to the games with
every ribbon they have ever
won around their neck."
Volunteers are needed to pick
the first through sixth-place
finishers in each track event to
organize and place the athletes
in their proper lanes or
positions for an event, to help
start the events and to walk the
results to the press box.
Also needed are recorders to

Sergeant Major Zack Carey is going
to try something a little different!

TAlK
JAMES
GARNER

A

~~~~~~~AL

IPGI

record the winning results. a
clean-up crew and huggers. to
encoLrage ana greet the
athletes at the finish line.
"The requil'Pments to be a
volunteer are a big smile and a
willingness to help." Pavledes
said. Volunteers can contact
Pavledes at 529-4147, Karen
Hamilton at 536-2166 or 684·2054
or Sue Lipe at 536-2166 or 942·
6040.
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STARRING
Jennifer Beals

TONIGHT &
SATURDAY
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\'J~ LATE 'SHO

7&9pm
$1.00
Fourth Floor Video

SUNDAY

Lounge. Student Center
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YES will not appear
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Anotller concert fizzles:
Y es 'reschedules' out
By Joe Walter
Staff Writer

Following in the vath of
several before it, the Yes
concert slatf'IJ for April %7 in the
sm Arer... has be.'>JI canceled.
Thi!l is the fifth rock concert
!'Cheduled for the Arena ~ha t did
not ma~erialize during the 198384 school year. The other groups
that canoeeled were Asia, Neil
Young, the Kinks and, most
recently, Ozzy Osborne.
According to ail Arena press
rele:'se, the concerts following
the group's Carbondale show
will move the band eastward
toward Pennsylvania.
Therefore, tbe balld is considering a more easterly site,
such as Kent State Univen.ity in
Ohio, for the April 27 appearance.
Arena Director Gary Drake
said that Yes did not actually
cancel but rescheduled their
tour. He added that the group
mi~t appear at the Arena in

the fall.
Drake said the con::ert
proiJably was rescheduled
because the population is not as
dense around SIU-C as it is
around Kent State. Ken t State is
near Youngstown, Akron,
Cleveland and Canton - a
~t~~.tion area of several
"They :lad the opportunity to
make more money," Drake
said, "and I can't olame them."
Although Drake said this has
been an exceptionally bad year
for cancelations, he ahK> said
that the SIU Arena was not
alone in its problems. He said
that he was told that the
University of Dlinois has had
three shows cancel.
"The bands that canceled
here canceled everywhere,"
Drake said. "When Ozzy
Osborne g~ts sick, what can you
de. ? When one of the Kinks goes
crazy, what can you do? When
Asia wants to make an MTV
special, what can you do?"

Military plans to
hold maneuvers
in Gulf 0/ Mexico
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
sea, ground and air units
totaling more than 3D,000 troo~
will conduct a major exercise 10
the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico
area in April and May in
another demonstration of U.S.
ability to protect it5 interests
and its friends there, it was
announced Thursday.
The Pentagon denied that
Ocean Venture 84 is connected
with any recent events in
Central America, such as the
civil war in EI Salvador.
However, the wording of the
announcement left a strong
impre£sion that the maneuvers
are intended to Dex U.S.
military muscle as a signal to
sut;h countries as Nicaragua
and Cuba .
•'The exercise is expected to
enhance the perception of the
capability of the U.S. to project
military
power,
when
necessary, to protect our
national interests by supporting
our friendly neighbors in the
Caribbean Basin."

In 1886, following a shipwreck off the west coast of Africa, an infant
child became pan of a family of apes who raised and protected him.
As he grew, he learned the laws of the jungle and eventually claimed
the title, Lord of the Apes.
Yet, years later, when he was returned to civilization, he would remain
uncertain as to which laws he should obey ... those of man ...
or those of the jungle.
Now, the director of "Chariots ofFice" captures this epic adventure
of a man caught between two different worlds.
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At theaters everywhere Friday, March 30.
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Workshop, caU for election halt
open Centro/l American Week
By CIriI Ogboatkh
Staff Writer

The 5eC(I!""j annual National
Central American Week began
with a workshop on bow
auistian action can contribute
to peace and a call for the
suspeosioo of the Salvadoran
elections that are scbeduled
&mday.
'lbe secretary of the Central
American Week organizing
committee, Cbris TriveU, said
the u.s. government should halt
its support for the elections in
EI salvador because that
country is in the midst of war.
MearWwfuI elections, he said,
can be held ooIy if there is
peace in the country.
"It is useless to hold the
elections," be said. "The
elections serve no positive
purpose but instead seek to
legitimize the defacto military
cictatorsbip. "
Participants in the workshop,
held at the Newman Center,
watched a 39-minute film,
''Seeds of Liberty: Maryknoll
Missiooaries in Ei Salvador," a

~=:e:.r=tie:
~
the Salvadoran poor from
political and economic oppressioo.
According to Trivell, the
Ibree presidential candidates in

Husband, wife
team parred by
mine accident
VULCAN, W.Va. (AP) - J.e.
Staten says a rock fan that

~~1!S;~t~~~:

and wife coal mining teams
aren't necessari.l) It good idea.
Staten's 35-year-old wife,
Linda, was working beside her
husband last month at Old Ben
Coal Company's Thacker MiP.!!
No. 20 in Mingo Cotmty when a
slab of slate the size of a car

hood and 21k-incbes thick fEll on
her bead.
She suffered bl-ain damage,
brot:e her left arm aoo lost an
eye in the accident.
Mrs. Staten spent three weeks
in the hospital after the accident and says she was told at
one point she probably wouldn't
survi""
"We met eaclI other in that
mine," said Staten, 38. "We
worked side-by-side many a

the Salva ioran elections
repn'Sent an oligarchy whicil
used it<: control of media to deny
plural partlcipation. He said
they are the candidates for the

r·'.!b.

bringing peace to Central
America, partly by informing
the public of the events in the
region.
"I see us forming on.going
support groups to o!"ganize
change programs, addressing
Congress and those pri va te
corporate institutions which
dictate U.S. foreign poliey," he
said.

He said Americans generally
don't understand repression
and denial of participation in
elections. He said the elections
in EI Salvador are like tbose in
apartheid South Africa.
"The only difference," he
The Central American Week
noted," is that in S'lUth Af!"lca, continues Fridav with a free
the majority is denied par· dinner at 6:30 at the We~ley
ticipation on basis of color whil~ Foundation. Robert Gold,
in E' Salvador denial is on history professor, will !;peak on
political creed."
"Backround Information on
Trivell said the workshop had Centra America," follOWing
been organized to enlighten the the dinner. Central American
publiC' on U.S. oolicv in Central crafts will also be exhibited for
America and to discuss "our sale.
urgent concerns" about effects
of that policy.
The week's activities con·
"It is also to determine what tinue at 10 a.m. Saturday with a
we as Christians are going to lecture by William Garner,
do," be said.
political science professor, on
According to Trivell, a lot of "u.S. National Interest in
information about U.S. in- Central America."
volvement in Central America
A panel discussion on current
is not made a.ailable in the
perspectives
in
Central
mass media.
"The media," he siad," has America will be held at 1 p.m. in
not met its responsibilities to the Student Center Thebes
inform the citizenry factually Room. The week winds up with
ecumenical
service
and independent of any vested an
scheduled lor 4 p.m. at the
interests."
Trivell expreSSlad optimism Wesley Foundation Chapel, 816
that Christians ecwd assist in S. Dlinois Ave.

m
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FOX EASTGATE

WEH:RENSERCi THEATltES

WEEKDIl YS 5:10 7:10 ':10
SA' & SUN 2:30 5:10 7:10 ':10

712 E. WALNUT 457·5685

• 5-TARTS mOAY' ~

They Eat The Livingl
NIGHT OF THI ZOMBI ••
This film contains scenes which may be
considered shocking! ! !
No one under 17 will be permitted I !

The new police recruits .
Call them slobs.
Call Utemjerks.
can them gross.
Just don't call them
when yOu're in trouble.

SHOWTIMES: Fri(RHS 5:00) 7:00 9:00
SAT & SUN 1:153:10 (RHS 5:00) 7:009:00
RUSH HOUR SHOW (RHS) $1.50

time.

"Now, I say a married couple
should never work in the same
area of amine," be said. "If
there was a worse accident and
both got killed, who'd be left to
take care of the children?"

PlDJucm:

/ACUlBKf

What an Institution!

Son8 Remuans
The same
Frl & Sot 12:00

WEEKD" YS 5:.':05 t:1.
SAT & SUN 2:. 5:t17:15 9:11

---,.,-,.CampusBriefs--BRIEFS POLICY - The
dE'adlinE' for Campus Briefs is
two
days
bE'fore
noon
publication. The briefs must b1>
type''''''ittE'n. and must include
timE'. datE'. place and SpOilS or of
the ("vent and the name and
te'''phone number of the person
submitting the item. Items
shoultl be delivered or mailed to
the 03:1y Egyptian newsroom.
f'l}mmunications
Building.
Room 12U. A brief will be
published once and only as
space allows.
MEETINGS: Student Bible
Fellowship. 7 p.m. Friday,
Quigley Hall Lounge.
MEN'S RUGBY Club will
play the McCoopin County
rugby club at 1 p.m. Saturday at
Thc Rugby pitcb. southeast of
Abe Martin field.
RECREATION for Special
Populations will offer a Red
Cross basic first aid course
from 6 to !l p.m. Mondays and
Thursdays. March 26 through
April 26, in the Recreation
Center Golf Room.

Study: Cancer
deaths among
children down
CHICAGO (AP) The
cancer death rate among
American childreD has fallen at
least 44 percent in the last three
decades, largely as a result of
improved therapy, a study

sa~e study

by researchers at
the National Cancer Institute
says the number of leukemia
denths each year among
chIldren under age 15 fell by
more than balf between 1950
and 1980.
Death rates among children
for other less common forms of
cancer - such as Hodgkin's
disease and kidney tumors feU even more sharply over the
same period, according to the
study, which appeared in
Friday's edition of the Jcrurna.I
of the American Medical
Association.
The decline in the cancer
death rate among children has
been most pronounced since
1965, the study said. In the
period 1965-1979, there were
17,411 fewer cancer -deaths
among children than would
have been expected had 1950
death rates prevailed, the study
said.
',bougb cancer death rates
generally have been on the
decline. the spe<;ific figuJ\..'S on
children are particularly encow-aging. according to one of
the authors of the study, Dr.
Robert W. MiHer of the in·
stitute's Clinical Epidemiology
Bralll"h.
"In essence, this study indicates that there are 17,000
people who are alive today that
wouldn't have been expected to
survive 30 years ago," Miller
said in a telephone interview
from Bethesda. MJ.
Mara........ CcImpus Ministry

wiD sponsCK the movie: "Greater than Gold" (A powerful
motion picture of a family that

Is torn by the p....sures of 0
busy father, the crisis of a
troubled t_nage daughter
crd tt. Icxk of communlcotion
that threatens tk life of their
family). The film will be shown
on Monci:w Marett lrI. at 7:«¥n.

in the Student Centwr Ballroom
8. An admission f. . of $1.00
will be taker) of the door, This
mcMe is not
dad for
children under 12 due to its
sensitive nature.

._.i.•

~LACKS IN Communications
Alliance has changed the day of

its organizational meeting from

7 p.m Monday to April 2, in
Room 1046 of the Communications Building.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA will
sponsor a presentation on how
to Wi ite a proposal for a federal
grant at noon in the Arena
Green Room. Colleen Rabelow,
director of the Alcholism
Education
and
Training
Project, will be the speaker.
DEADLINE to register for
the College Level Examination
Program, Graduate Record
Examination and the Graduate
School Foreign Language Tt5l
is Friday at Testing Services in
Woody Hall B204. Test dates:
CLEP; April 10-11; GRE. April
23; GSFLT, April 6.
RECREATION for Special
Populations is offering a fishing
triFI Saturday. Trans~rtation

~~:~fr:~~~~~~: t~;~!~ili

doors of the Recreation Center.

DART CLUB will hold a
tournament at 2 p.m. Sunday at
the American Tap.
A COLLOQUlM. "Quality of
Work Life as Organization
Development,"
will
be

presented at 2 p.m. Friday in
Morris Library Auditorium. St.
Louis University professor
Thomas Kramer will be the
speaker.

IIIIEGIT
J9UBGUI

GRAND TOURING Auto Club
will begin spring timed com·
petition at noon Saturday in the

~~~ftf:nk~~fl ~~ 1~; Or:~~7~

0Ci87.

ZETA PHI BETA will host the
seventh annual M!'. Esquire
Ball from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday in the Student Center
Big Muddy Room, and 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. Sunday at the Carbondale Elks Club. Admission is
$4 at the door.
SOl'THER!'I Outdoor Ad-

~~~~u;~r~~~~~~ilrr~!d::::t a~

ooe·day rockclimbing and
rappelling workshop on March
31. Deadline to register is
March 27. For more in·
formation call ~4161.
DEADLlNF to register for
the American College Testing
Program
Proficiency
Examination Program (ACT
PEP) is March 26 at Testing
Services in Woody Hall B204.
The test will be given May 3 all!:!
4.

starring

HELEN CORNELIUS
rind

DAVE ROWLAND
March 23, 8:00 p.m.
$14.50 & 12.50
I Tving I\prlm's Hruadway
classi!" IMs I"'('n eompl.. tt>ly
rt··d',lrt,·.j to givt' it a distim·tin·lv modprn cl)untry·
Wt'!'tPrtl sound~ Don't miss
thi" sp<lriding combination
of mll"II·. ,·"medy and ru·
man!"t' al' Annie OaklE'Y
Iparm; ""h,' ("an't gE't a man
with a gun'"

n

Sh~~~~.."~"U~~1;?",~~_

•

p.m. Mall and credIt card orders accepted
Mon - Frt: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Call 45.1-3378.

~ c5\fa16c Presents.
FAST FREDDY
ALL MALE SHOW

(Just back from their Hawaiian Tourl

SATURDAY NIGHT
MARCH 24th
SHOWTIME9pm
LADIES OILY UNTIL 11:__
(Men welcome offer 11 :30)
PlAYBOY. "Seeing is believing. Fast Freddy is the aItimate for
women. The hottest show in the nation'"
NEW YCHlIL riMes. "Everyone goa Co _ a stripper. bed they gee
complete entet1llinment, that's wily women come back."
21111, "Women don't just have bowfing and bridge 8RJIII0f8 •.. Fast
Freddy lives up to the "King of the Male Strippers' image."

tiIJu~at6c
Hwy. 51 North. P.O. Box 73

DESOTO, IL 82J24

State fluoridation law under attack
By Christine Ge!-!:hel
Of the Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
lawyer for an anti-fluoridation
group told the Illinois Supreme
Court on Thursday that the
state failed to prove that
fluoride was safe m requiring
its use in muniCipal water
supplies.
Justices
heard
oral
arguments in a 16-year-old
challenge to the state law that
says communities must put
fluoride in their water supply.
The arguments focused not only
on the safety of the chemical

blH also on whether the
Legislature, or the courts, have
the responsibility to decide the
issue,
Fluoridation, promoted as a
way of fighting tooth decay, has
t.~n required in most Illinois
communities since the late
196(1s. An estimated 10.6 million
of the state's 11.4 million
citizens drink fluoridated
water. Some smaller towns are
exem;>t from the requirement.
The Illinois Pure Water
Committee of Alton complained
in a s-uit filed in 19611 that
fluoride can cause cancer and

has other harmful effects.
Arter a lung delay caused in
large part by the extensive
evidence presented in pre-trial
documents, Madison ('ounty
Circuit Judge Ronald Niemann
ruled in 1982 that fluondation of
water is unconstitutional. He
ordered the Alton Water Co. to
stop putting fluoride in Its water
supply.
Niemann based his ruling on
the
scientific
evidence
presented and on a section of
the Illinois Constitution that
says everyone has a - j~ht to a
healthful environment.
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Sunday night 5-9pm
All the Pizza, Spaghetti, fresh
Salad and garlic cheese toast for

l-. . .J"'h~"o" nc-,I,Y $3.29

,-I'- ~ ~" .•;,
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Spring cleaning

_-:.-...,...;.

Soft Drinks 5 ¢

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

U's that time of year for cleaniog up the debris left by wioter's snow
and wind. Physical Plant worker Herb Lathao rakes up magnolia
leaves in front of the Allyn Building.

WSIU festival to continue
With a ~pecial week!'!nd
campaign still ahead, Festival
'84 has received $127,020 ill
telephone pledges and Friends
of WSIT; - WUSI renewals,
about $4,000 lass than last
year's record amount, said
Station Mana;:r Alan A. Pizzato.
Weekend programs will include biographical shows on

1-.-....-.-.-.-.-.-.-_-.-.-.-.$8,000.

HONDA CANNED
TNISYEAR'S
OPENHOUSE.
~,

o

Tues. Eve 5:~::I)
(Sun night buffet at
Carbondale store
only)

For pizza out itS Pizz& Inn.
FRII PAN PIZZA

Ingrid Bergman and Woody
Guthrie, a special on famous
songs of the 19205 and 19308, the
annual PBS "Gala of Stars"
special with Beverly Sills and
movies.
Pizzato said the stations
received $18,000 in pledges
Sunday night, toPtJing last
year's best night by almost

Buffet Hours:
Sun. 11-2 and 5-9
Mon-Fri 11-2

•

I
I

$3.00 &$2.00 OFF

and Deep Dish Pan pizza and Buy any Original Thin crust or Deep
the next smaller same style pizza. Dish Pan Pizza and get $3.00 off a
1A.1th equal number of toppings, FREE large or $2.00 off a medium.
Present this coupon with guest check., Present this co ,;x>n with guest check.
Not valid with any other offer,
I Not valied with any other offer.
EXPIRES 416/84
I EXPIRES 416/84

...---_._,-.._,_._-----------'
------------_.__._---,_._---'.
MAIN ST. CARBONDALE
~~illi--~=The American Tap
I

5

HAPPY HOUR

P
E

U
N

N

D
A
Y

11:30-8:00
40¢ Drafts
$2.00 Pitchers
75¢ Sp'eedrail~.
50c LOWENBRAU
704 S~agrams 1

__.,

This tiny
can rould win you ::::~:-.!!!~!::..
the vacation of a lifetime or one
of thousands of other great prizes
Open 2 Sundays
in Honda's $l50,OOOOpen House
March 25 & April 11
Grand Prix Game.
12:lOpm to 5:......
It's going on now at our
FREE HOT DOGS
dealership.
&
Come mand fill out a Free
UMONADE
Puzzle Certificate. While they
last, we'U give you a limitedHonda's $150,000 0}Jen
edition Hondagame puzzle FREE.
House Grand Prix Game.
If it matches one of our display
5,555INSI'ANT WINNERS.
photos, )'Ou win INS'I'AN'lU'!
One rould be you!

...--.--,.-..-_--,...-_..._----

BONDAOPENBOIJBE

...

MARCIII71l1ROl1GH APRIL 16. 1984

....... _ _ I .. I .... ' - _............

_~-

Malee your best deal on on Aero SO and recleve
S roo. 00 bocle from Hondo-offer ends April 'S. '91U

.-.-_..-.-.-.-.-......-.

".....,I31.CMIONOAJ.f,...·~S549-8414

.-_-.~-..r.-

~

Specialo/the

NCAAB·BALL
ON BIG SCREEN

65C

(Fri., Sat. & Sun.)

Cahokia- Mounds stock on rise
as a U.S. 'wonder of world'
COLLINSVILLE (AP) -The
Cahokia Mounds Historic Site,
now on the World Heritage List,
pl"ovides minois with "a small
wonder of the world," an official says.
"Illinoisans don't realize
what's in their own back yard,"
said
Milton
Harrington,
membership chainnan of the
Cahokia Mounds Museum
Society.
''i,ve're trying to alert them to
the fact that we have a small
wonder of the world right here
in reach of aU lllinoisans. A lot
of people know about it and
have seen it, but they don't
apprecJ.ate it. But this world
symbol is bringing it to light. ..
The T.'-yl'!ar-old Harrington
doesn't understand why some
minoi~tls fail to appreciate the
ancient, grass-eovered muunds,
which peak at 104 feel
"When I was 12 years old I
traipsed all over this mount."
he said, "and I loved it. And J
still do. It's really an aweinspiring site."
The mounds. two miles west
of this southwestern Illinois
city, were built by an advanced
and complex L,dian civilization
about A.D. 1,100, archeologists
believe.
In October, the United
Nations Education. Science and
Culrural Organization named
the state-owned mounds to the
World Heritage List. There are
nine other American sites,
including Yellowstone National
Park, Grand Canyon National
Park in Arizona and Independence
Hall
in
Philadelphia.
As other sites on the list include the Great Pyramid of
Cheops and Mount Everest .

Harrington noted, the mounds the society and thereby help i:
are "in pretty good comP!lny." ( financially. Additional money is
Since October, he said, the needed, not only fOI" a new
Cahokia society's membership museum, but also for c.:-r.has grown from about 225 ~o 325. tinua Uon of such annual even~
Membership fees ra: Je {rom as a field school and a two-day
$15 to $100.
affair called Rediscover
Harrington believes the new Cahokia, he said.
In the rield school, parstatus also wiD attract more
tourists, who already number in ticipants learn such things as
the thousands each year. He pottery-making and beadhad no exact estimate.
stringing. The society also
"We expect four to five times brings in a team 0( Indian
as many tourists to come this dance, .. from South Dakota
summer as did last year," he each sul'Jlmer.
sa~d.
Harriagton
said
the
To prepare ior the extra Mississippian Indians, who
tourists, whom Harrington presumably made the Cahokia
expects to come from site their home, vanished in
throughout the worlil, he wants A.D. 1.375. No one knows
to replace the site's tiny stucco positively what happened to
museum with a modern one. It them, he said.
wcllid cost about $2 million, he
said.
Archeologist!. believe the
Recently, he mailed letters to city, which apparently became
about 300 members of the a trade center fer surrounding
Collinsville
Chamber
of villages. was home for up to
f'omrro-re asking them til join 10,000 people.

.Valaysians rate
American traits
Americans tend to be
friendly, outspoken. casual and
generally misinformed about
the world outside the United
States, a group of SIU-C
Malaysian studeJ1ts said in a
recent survey done as part of a
report by four Malaysian
marketing students.
About 88 percent of the lal
Malaysians surveyed said
American students have little
understanding of events outside
the U.S., and 79 percent said
American student awareness of
the cultural backgrounds of
foreign students is low.
About 1,000 Malaysian
students are enrolled at SIU-C,
and most of those surveyed
were students in the colleges of
Liberal Arts, Business and
Administration and Education.
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Old 'own Freight Line

Hours:

A U.P .S. Drop Service
1-1
Save time ond money, drop your
~ ; bound packages Naturals instead
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Weekday.12·5

U.P .5. Saturdays 10-5
of SundayS closed
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Shryock Auditorium CelebrIty Senes
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L-------COUPON-----Mt4H6

Ge~D TIL 4/.,..

'

•

Ill.

~~

.

$1.37

\ RH. White & Blu.
_ Light
6pk. cans

$1.46

Cella

~~.~
r';;.,.«.cans

$2.26

Jacob O'.......r 75Om!. '3.09
Zen.,. khwartz Katz

ftUW1l\'m
6pk. btl•.

$2.54

Fontana D. Papa
75Om1 • $2.48
.... &Whll.

$4.31

............: fTench ColumbardGammay R_Chenln Ilonc-Grey
Ri..llng.
75Om1.
_ $3."

12pk.btl••

Webber
Kron...t

case ,.turnabl..

Gallo
-

GJonelll
Astl

m 10600

®

$2.10

$mimolf 75Om1.

$5.26

Gilbey's

75Om1.

$4.61

7SOmI.

$4.79

Gin

R.ON~Q)
Rum

Canadian
Mist

75Om1.

Two ....._

All 1.5 lit....

$4.49

$1.13

;I.

• pm MaLI and l·ledll·cald m'dels an-t'pted
Mon-~I ~ 00 a nI to 6 00 P m Call .1,,3-3 ,~

VocIka

(all 75Om1.)

PaulMauon

~ . 12pk.con. $3.87

amlllD1

750mL

;-)0 ., \lO. pya

Box ortLCt' opt'n Mon-Fn 11 30

(~) PINCH ~~~,~~0':~3,~.QUORS
Ballantine
6pk. cans
. . .r

'If
offic. (618) 54'1·1643
res. (618) 983-6092

'"\. AND ORGANIC FOODS. BULK GRAINT"

$3.27

Tetlulla

1.75I1t.,.

$5.29

$11.42

~--~--~--~--~

all 3 lit.,.
75Om1.

$4.79

'a.tlna Saturday
2·4
Malibu Coconut Rum
750m'
$6.49

..------..

$4.23

~--------------
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ACROSS
I G r SIn husks
6 Ula
'0 SimIans
14 V,etnam cIty
15 Call sub,
16 WelShman
17 GarniSh
18 I"sh g-j~'
lIome
19 ror... ,ner
2\i tJack out
22 Garments
24 European
26 Made to fit
27 Handle badly
31 LIkely
32 Longs
33 Saltpeter
35 Er>ergy
3e Haunt
39 Had concern
40 Debased
41 Tree
4~ Servant
43 Compa.,i
44 Letl.. o:e Iype
45 Run tile Sh.,....
47 Tllougllt
lobe
51 Afr,can river
52 Sou!"erner
54 Pending

Blood drive set

58 Albll(:ore
59 C"lIar type
61 Tu,koc
tongue
62 Utopia
63 ROIT'.·.lyrant
64 Day's marcll
65 Smaller
66 Conveyance
67 Defer

To day 's
puzzle

DOWN
1 FIsh
2 Vein angle'
geol
3SIIortly
4 Logger
5 Pinkies
6Cllannel
7 Single
8 Ave 9 Flag
10 ReceIve
11 Frisky
12 Ms.
Dinsmore
13 Cllarger
21 PriOr to
23 Stare
25 InSip,d
27 Virile
28 Compound

Puzzle answers
are Oil Page 13.

A five-day blood drive
sponsored
by
SIU·C's
Mobilization ior Volunteer
Eirm t and th<: Arnl'id Air
Society will be April 2 to 6 at the
Student Center.
The student·spon.<;ored drive,
in conjunction with the St. Louis
Red Cross, will be from 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day, in
Ballroom D on April :I to 5 and
Ballrooms A. Band C on April :.
.,..

suffix

29 Leveling
pIece
Weary
Dakotan
Ache
Other
Noboe
Window type
WorshIP
Roman
festIvals
43 Water~
doWl'

30
34
35
36
37
39
40
42

44 Havanans
46 Central
47 Badger
48 Fool
49 Glass pieces
50 Mail gadget
~3

--

lender be"
55 Print sytle
abbr
56Caillomla
valley
57 Zane60 - de plume
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copies

plain white copies, ., ....... ,., .... 05
self service .. , . , , , .. , .............. 04
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s.
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.
THE BEST
ARABI AMERICAN FOOD IN TOWN
:..,J.,
• Fdafe/
• Gyros
. ----COUPON-'---:-1
• Shish Kabob
I
• Po/ish Sausage
I
. ~
Hamburgers ~
IAny Ticket Entry. • Chicken & Fish
•
(God TtIl3125/Sot)
I Hours: /0.10 seven days a wk.
~-----------..
201 S. ILLINOIS

125% Off

--'"
......"..........,

DT An Bull D.M O.

&

457-2223

1I;'nois, Carbondale

~ ~(i i,
No .......' ..._
_
ryfor

next to Campus
McLJona'ds

I.

r---~~~---------~--~----------------~~-~

GRAND TOURING AUTO CLUB
(Formerly Salukl Sports Club)
Presents For Your Driving Pleasure

The Spring Timed Competition
SATURDA Y March 24
SA TURDA Y March 31
SATURDA Y April 7

Bouncer denies hitting man
A bouncer at T.J.'s Watering
Hole on Thur~day denied an
accusation that he had pU.1Ched
a customer in an incident early
Wednesday,
John A. Tyler, an employee of
T.J.'s, had been accused by
John A. Maynard. 19. of 621 Mae

Smith Tower. Tyler said the
allegation was untrue, that he
and other employees had
broken up a fight between
Maynard and another man in
the bar.
No charges were filed against
Tyler.

SIU

Club New Member Meetings
Wednesday March 28, Bpm
SIU Student (elnter Activity Rm. 0
SIGN UP 11 am • fiRST CAR OFF NOON
For more info 529- 1329

AREN~

-I

y
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Am ... rrr.rtn

COUPON

S.Wtnq'

Wl1hM ••1

I

MENU
Ll.Il1ch Buffet
Dinner Buffet

P!!'~r~!aR

i.

3.19
4.19

Bar

Soup & Salad
2.65
Salad
Only
1.99
Children 4-10 IAI••J'; 1.99

457-0587

snov~caSS*$PECl4~

~1.000FF

537323 . . .
1700 W. Main Carbondale'

PARKING LOT

~~s -~j

~~1IditM.. ~

All

SUNDAY April 15
SATURDA Y April 21

(Not Valid with ether Onntl Spec:taiSi

Coupon GO'ld T'"u F_uary

DOUBLE
FEATURE
ONE
NiGHT
ONL YI

! 2 FREE

MINNESOtA FAlS

IINGREDIENTS

I•

"ONE OF THE WORLD'S BEST

On Any Pizza

POOL PlAYEPS OF All TIME"
will do a live exhibition

Eat·ln or Take-Out
CoupanGooclTlvu F-'ary

ALSO STAIlRI.'IG

PASTAN'TES

LE'lTIE & FlASHBACK

Monday-Tuesday Wednesday
Soup-SaIad-PIzza.,Puta Buffet
~S2.991

TWoalTNITE
Thursday
Beer or SOda

25C

ij,:~'

Sunday March 25, 1984
Presenting

DOORS OPEN @8:ij()P .M.

.... "':r!::~!!i~~~~~""'" ...

50eOFF

• Diamond Giveaway
_Monthly, Quartorly
and Yearly Finals
• GRAND PRIZE: Trip for 2

An, Lunch Buff.t
Ot
Dlnn.r Buff.t (Thur·Sun
One CoUpoR Per Penon
Coupon Good lhrU . .rch
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hearty volunteers
reach out in many directions
By Alice McCourt
Student Writer

For Janine Trapp. a short
drive south on Illinois 51 every
Wednesday means games of
pool. ping-pong, basketball and
special friendships.
Making the trip is a high point
()f the week 'ar Trapp and
means equally as much to three
she visits at the Anna Mental
Health and Developml'"tal
Center.
"I have an attachment to
those at Anna," said Trapp. "It
gives me a good feeling to be
able to help."
Trapp is one of eight vohmteers in the Newman Center's
Anna program, now in its 14th
year. The program is or.a of a
series of the Newman Center's
volunteer programs titled
Heart to Heart.
.
The activities at Anna offer a
sense of personal satisfaction
for all those ir.volved, according
Myrtle Beck. coordinator of the
volunteer services for the
program.
For volunteers committed to
the Anna program, Beck
believes the opportunity is there
for a great learning experience.
Where the ~atients are con·

~~~A rofof ~;~ ~~~'tU~!!!:

the iiay of the week, but they
know it's time for the volunteers to come."

"They told me what an inspiration it is having us come
there." said Kathleen Ryan.
volunteer ror the Marion
p-ogram. Ryan. an administration of justice major,
feels she is learning a h.'t abolOt
her field from working with the
residents at Marion.
Tapes. movies. discussion
and prayer are the mix of a
second Heart to Heart community outreach program.
weekly visits to the minimum
security campof the Marion
Federal Penitentiary.
The Rev. Wes Lamb. chaplain
at the prison, says that the
visits to the prison illustrate to
the inmates that people on the
outside are interested in their
lives.
Volunteers can build friendshiJoS with senior citizens in the
community
through
two
community outreach programs.
Volunteers can make visits to
the Carbondale Manor Nursing
Home or can visit seniors in
their homes each week through
the Friendly Vislting Program.
Most often. time is spent
writing letters, reading and just
talking with senior citizens.
Cathy G!l)ver, volunteer
wordinator &t the Senior
Citizens f;enter who assists with
Friendly VisitinlZ. bas found
that studl::!ts who are away
from or miss their grand·
parents really appreciate this

c.....

type of volunteer program.
Glover
express<!s
the
realization it oHers senior
citizens: "People care about
them."
Reaching younger members
of the community with special
needs - whether those needs be
academic, social or personal is the purpose of yet another
program oHered by the
Newman Center.
The Big Brother-Big Sister
Program refers volunteers to
the Hill House Outpatient
Center or the Jackson County
Youth Services Bureau, a local
social service agency.
According to Katy Keefe.
graduate of University Studies
and coordinator of thE" volunteer
efforts of the Heart to Heart
program, the children whom
the volunteers reach often need
a role r:-.odel.

br'~~e~oth~m::~ ::::: :~~d.

nation.

They will use ~ million from
the Federal Railroad Admini.;tration. $375,000 from the
state, and about S6OO.000 of their

Puzzle answers
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own money to upgrade a 33-mile
portion of the line. It runs from
Colfax in McLean County to
Kempton in Ford County.
It marks the end of a sever"

g~~~~::;:s ai~~600i~~~~~db:

in a little bit of trouble."

Keefe believes offering the
youths
some
positive
reassurance by including them
in activities such as volleyball
or cookouts, taking them out to
a movie or just for a walk can
curb some deliquent behavior.

year ba ttle to keep the Bloomer
Line from meeting the fate of
many of the branch lines that
serve rura: America: extinction.

C~~IC~~S
""
SUPERSOUttD
AND
SOPER VIDEOS

ADAPTED

Fill AND SAT DOORS OPEN AT
ED

V I L

RIVER CITY EXPRESS

"FEATURING SOUTHERN STYLE ROCK N' ROLL"

45c DrClft. Thunclay & Sunday
No Cover Charge On Weel:end. PHONE: 549.4M41
801 E. MAIN STREET
HOURS: 8am·2am

Big Screen T.V. Available

'\

WINDOW TINTI11G
Reduce Up To 70% of
Summer's Scorching Heat
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
-Reduce Heating and Air Cc:.onditio.,ing Costs
-Adds Outside Beauty and Inside Privacy
-Controls Fading and Glare
Also Magnetic Interior .Storm Windows
Pop-in rear windows are
/ /
available for Corvettes. Comoros.
and other model cars.
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~D) call Steve Rishel

~!S~i~i~C?n!&ot~:18) 867-2549

--_jj,;,j\_______•

"They don't see their parents a , _ - - - - - - -. . . .--...
lot or there're other domestic

Shippers work to restore rail line
ANCHOR (AP) - When legal
efforts to prevent the Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad from
abandoning the Bloomer Line
failed, the shippers decided to
seek state and federal h~lp to
take over the 63-mile route.
. • Shiwers will buy and rebuild
th dilapidated railroad, and it
will again carry grain and
fertilizer through one of the
richest farming areas in the

BLUE FLAMBE
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Baskin-Robbins IS roN conducting Its

•

Fountain Fe<;tlVal

fabulous

A'1d yOI""!:: ;)vlled 10 a m'!(lley of OU, greatest hits
Spectaculaf Banana Splits. Hoi Fudge Sundaes. shakes.
sodas and mail!' Tlade Wlti. V()Ijf faVOrite 31 Flavors
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7100

NO COVER FREE POPCORN
~"..
529<:755
CARTERVillE 985.3755

...

.
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ICE CREAM STORE ~

•

•

Murdale Shopping Center

•

:

549-5432

•

•

11 :OOa.m. to iOp.m. 7 days a week.

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 'l'

West Roads
Murdale Shopping Center. Carbondale

HAIRCUT $5.00

Sale

Adam·s Rib
Campus shopping Center
549·5222
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12pk 120z cans

6pk 120% cans

3 Cases for 519.91

3-12 pks for 5 14.95

3·6plcs for 56.49

eMolson

eCanadian
Lord Calvert

$699.

e Edelfrau Liebfraumilch
750ml

$1 99
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Patrols help stop attacks on schoolgirls

Study grants up to $2,000
offered by real estate group
8y Alice McCourt

fund. Amounts range from

SCulleDt Writer

;,500

to $1.000.

Ei$ht or more scholarships,
ranglllg from $500 to $2,000 or
more, are available to college
students in real estate studies
for fall 1984.
Awarded by the Dlinois Real
Estate Educational Foundation, the scholarships are of
three different types, each with
its own eligibility requirements.

en~rl~i~:n! o~~~:a~~ o~

degree program in .. n ac·
credited two-year or four-year
college or university in Illinois
may apply for a scholarship
from the foundation's general

Scholarships in amounts of
$2,000 or more are available to
University of Illinois students
from the foundation's Thomas
F. Seay Fund. Eligibility is
limited ti D1inois residents who
are students at any accredited
college or university in the
nation.
Other scholarships of $2,000
or more are available to
University of Illinois students,
from the foundation's Morgan
L. Fitch Fund.
-\pplications may be obtained
locally from the Egyptian
Board of Realtors. 117 N. loth
St., Mount Vernon, or by

writing to the foundation in care
of the Illinois Association of
Realtors, Room 400, 3180 Adlof!
Lane, Springfield, m., 62703.
ApplicatiOlls must be completed and returned to the
fouriiation's Springfield office
by May 1, with academic
transcripts and a letter of
recommendation by June 15.

sr. LOUIS (AP) - Neild"
borhood patrols. havens ror
frightened children and warnings for cab and bus drivers to
be alert have helped halt a
series of sexual attacks on
schoolgirls here, authorities
say.
The last confirmed attack
was Feb. 23, due in large part to
cooperation among parents,
police and schools, members of

a special police task force told
200 residents of north st. Louis
on Wednesday night.
Police Capt. Charles Alphin
urged more residents to join the
program of "total community
involvement. "
Beginning Jan. 24. nine
schoolgirls ranging irom age 8
to 16 were rape..:! or cexually
assualted Oil the city's north
and We!lt side-.

Selection of scholarship
recipients form all ftmds will be
based on the applicant's in-

~~i~~~~~ ~~:~ o~

allied
field,
scholastic
achievement, eccnomic need
and recommendati.)ns and
references.

Open hearing on merit pay set
All open hearir.g for faculty
members wishing to dist.."USs the
establishment of a University
policy regarding merit pay
guidelines will be held from 2 to
4 pm. Friday in Quigley Hall
118.

Joell!:!r.:r, chairman of ~Ie
Faculty Committee to Study
Evaluation Procedures, has
asked speakers to provide
written comments in advance,
but additional statements will
be accepted from the floor if
time permits.
The evaluation procedures
committee is expeeterl to begin
the hearing with the discussion
of system for evaluation
proposed by the Graduate

, CowlCil's

Educational Policies
Committee, which Thirer also
chairs.
.
The Graduate Council voted
unanimously March 1 to support the proposed system.
which suggested thm faculty
should ha\'~ mput and
knowledge of materials on
which merit decisions b~ made,
a;ld that those decisions be
made on the academic
department level. The system
also provides that departments
must relate merit to (aculty job
descriptions, which WO'.Jld have
to be filed with the vice
president for academic affairs.
and suggests a merit plan for
administrators.
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Barney's heart team
awaits second chance
Bv DODDa Andel"SOll
the Associated Press

0;

prevent the failure of Clark's
other organs and circulatory
system that eventuany kined

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A him.
Nonetheless, !'esearchers
year after the death of artificial
heart recipient Barney Clark, were elated by the heart's
doctors who once hoped to save performance and predicted that
thousands of dying patients more implants soon would
with the plastic organ are stin follow. But their request to
trying to get their program off perfOl'm the next operation on a
the critical list.
.
patient with less advanced
Stin seeking clearance from heart disease has bogged down.
various regulatory agencies,
Implant surgeon Dr. William
the re<Jearchers are impatiently DeVries fumed as the
waiting to do their second university's federally manimplant.
dated Institutional Review
"If we don't get the ayproval Board deliberated nine months
in this country, ~e'l do it before deciding Jan. 10 to apabroad," says thfl h~'Irt's in- prove a secon~ implant.
ventor, Dr. Roben Jarvik. "The
Then the U.S. Food and Drug
United States is not going to be Administration, after conthe leader in this thing if it sits sidering DeVries' proposal
back and bas regulatory thl'E'e weeks longer than the 30
mechanisms ..hat take a year days called for in federal
between c....'i!S."
guidelines, last week declined
He believes that at least to approve it without more
50,000 people a year could infl'~' ~·ion.
benefit from the artificial heart,
., ,}fe';<! very sure we will get
but says researchers must approval in the United States,"
perform mallY implants before Jarvik said, because none of the
they can properly evaluate the
device. Once that happens, ~r:~~~~:~i::SB~~h!l:~\l~;
Jarvik said, the mechanical reviewers have been "very,
heart could be available for very slow. There's no reason
clinical use at several hospitals that it has to be so slow."
within a few years.
The FDA questions could
Clark, 62, a retired dentist delay a second implant an
from suburban SeatUe, died a additional two months or more,
year ago Friday after 112 days said Dr. Richard Lee, coorat the University of Utah dinator of the heart team and
Medical Center as the first acting dean of the school's
recipient of a permanent ar- CoUege of MedicinE.
Lee said the FDA's concerns
tificial heart.
He had suffered from a focus on use of a stronger heart
degenerative, incurable heart valve, experiments with a
disease caUed cardiomyopathy portable drive unit and on
and was considered a poor Clark's medical records. The
candidate for a heart tran- agency also made suggestions
splant. After Clark's operation, about the patient consent form
he grittily insisted the implant and had questions about how
was worth it, but he was never the IRB reached its decision.
able to exchange his hosp'itai
DeVries,
who
angrily
room for the quiet life of wnting criticized the IRB for taking so
and playing with his grand- long "while patients were
children he had sought.
dying," has declined comment
Instead, his sojourn on the OIl the FDA delay.
heart was a minefield O;f
Dr. Lyle Joyce, who assisted
repeated surgeries, seizures,
severe nosebleeds, pneumonia,
emphysema
and
kidney heart with the Jarvik-7 in a
problems.
seven-hour operation Dec. 2,
The hea.1's steady, air-(iriven 1982, said he is "very opbeats could do nothing to timistic" about the future.

Still, Joyce said, "It's a
shame we have gone a whole
year now.
It's almost
disrespectful to him (Clark)
that we haven't done any more
implal!ts."
Aftef receiVing IRB approval,
DeV"ies
began
evaluating potenlial ret'ipients,
but now has stopped until the
FDA decides.
"The nature of (heart>
disease is such that patients
don't have very much time. It's
~u~~~ ~:::r:i.ging when they
DeVries is still conducting
training for the heart team and
has trained other surgeons in
case Joyce, who has moved to
Minneapolis, is unavailable.
Clark's widow, Una Loy. says
she's "a little disappOinted"
that the FDA hasn't yet ap-

redr:t!d~::t:d~~~~~,~!~

I'm very eager to see the
program go forward," she said.
"It was through no fault of the
artificial heart that my husband
passed away."

Conference planned on water resources

ac~:~:r ~fifn~~es:fJr~~s~~~

water quality, floodplain
managl'ment and urban water
supplies durin& the 1984
A;nerican Water Resources
Association Illinois Section
meeting April 4 to 6 in Car·
bondale,
The conference
sponsored by the

IS

co·

SIU-C

Department of Geography. It
will begin with registration at 10
a.m.
Speakers will be Ira Markwood, Illinois Environmental
P:'!ltection Agency; Donald
Ro~,i'boom, Ralph L. Evans,
Jor.n Erickson and Stan
Cha'lgnol:, Illinois Water
Sur .. ey; and James E. Crews,
Armv Corps of Engineers

WUl & lIic· s )filib Nd
Pets & Supplies Of All Kinds
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
618-549-7211
Murdole Shopping Center
Carbondale. Illinois

l¢ FISH SALE EVERY WED
Salt & Fresh Water Fish
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Your friend, hove been 10 Mother'" Thirsty Whal., end Hoymakenl
Where or. you going to , ..... them down her. that'. much dlflR<.nt?
They have n.... r _
<mything lik. FREO'S.
A ploc.they will olways r_ber.
FRED'S i. not only unique Southern illinois
Irs just ploin old unique.
Thl. Saturday: earterv!"",' answer to Marty Robbins
By day an over I.... mad IJuckl!T and by nlghl a Super Country SIM.
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THE JACKIE MARTIN lAND
TO .ISI.VI A 'ARI CALL 549-8221 or "'-9487
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Defending ~hampion Malaysia,
8 others set for soccer tourney
By Chris Ogbondab
Staff Writer

After months of planning and
preparation, all is set for In·
ternational Soccer Fest '84,
which kicks off 1 p.m. Saturday
at McAndrew Stadium.
Nine teams - divided into
two groups - will be trading
hard tackles for honor and glory
in the month-long round-robin
tournament.
Group A will consist of
defending champion Malaysia,
Latin America, India and
U.S.A., while group B will be
made up of Greece, Africa,
Pars, Palestine and the United
Nations.
"We are introdUCil'g a new
dimension into the semifinals,"
said Niyi Bello, the ..:~m·
missioner for the cham-

~~~~~~~:we ;l~n~~:~ rou;J

robin and whichever teams that
finish best will clash in the
finals."
With one day to kickoff,
soccer enthusiasts might be
wondering
whether
the

Malaysians will be able to
produce the soccer fU'eworks
that shot them to th .. :,; "on·
secutive championship victories.
Although nothing is being
taken for grantl:d, the
Malaysians will probably
qualify for the semifinals.
Team U.S.A. has been
revamped, but it is likely it will

~~~ ff~~!l:rt~~ ~~~~t~r~~~~

P:'lY. This may propel Latin
America a"d Malaysia to the
semifinals as group A champions.
The group B games are more
difficuft to predict. The Greeks
will be fielding almost the same
team that finished second last
season. The Greek right
fullback is not returning to the
team. But they will be entering
the field Saturday against
Africa with newcomer Nikoo
Miridzis, who has had a
respectable professional soccer
career in Greece.

.,MA
_

doubtful, thou~, if he still has
the form and rlair he had while
playing in his country some
years ago.

Miridzis will be leading
Greece's trio·forward. It is

Beth McGirr said. She is confident of her squad winning the
invitatiooaI.
"Most of the sclJools entered
it. this tournament are smaller
schools," McGirr said. "I
sincerely think we can wiD this
one."
McGirr will take five players
to the invitational: Scott
Briggs, John Schaefer, Tom
Jones, Tim Sass and J.D.
Tomlinson.
According to Evansville
sports information, the Oak
Meadow Golf Course was in a
muddy condition Wednesday,
but the tournament will stiU be
played. McGirr said thi~ could

change the scores some.
"The ball doesn't bounce off
the fairway and keep rolling,"
McGirr said. "It just sinks into
the mud,"
In Florida, tile Salukis shot
f~ur round!; oi goU for a score of
1,298, averaging 81.13 per
player.
The Salukis were led in
Florida by Briggs' 323. His best
day's score was a 76. Schaefer
and Jones tied for second on the
Saluki scoring card with a 326.
Schaefer'S best day in Florida
was a 76 and Jooes' was an.
Sass shot a 336 and Tomlinson,
who played as an independent,
shot a 331.

Mobile Home Park Rentetl$
and Apart~ents~
.)

1000 E. Park St.
~~Y 5t 5.,
710 W. Mill

The African team, which had
been plagued in the past by
shoddy organization, appears to
be better organized this season
under new team manager Jim
Lawson. Ever. with this im·
provement in the team, the
Africans may not be a force in
group B. The absence of the
team's
prolific
striker,
Camara,
and
midfield
scheemer, Sam Nwosu (who is
nursing a leg injury), leaves a
question mark on the per·
formance of the Africans. They
will have to bring out
everything in their soc;:er bag
in order to qualify from this
group.
The other teams in group B Pars, Palestine and United
Nations - are not going to be
pushovers. In the last indoor
season, for example, Pars
trounced the vaunted Greek
team 7-1.

'-IBU-YILLAG

NOW LEASING MOBILE HOMES
.
AND APfRTMENTS FOR SUMMER & FALL

* Prices start at $165.00 per month
* Save money on natural gas
* Cablevision available Qt all locationSI
* New large 2BR Townhouse apartments
are now being built. Th~se will
be available by May 15th.

~all

Come By \..

or

8:30-5:30 M-F
Office located at
Malibu Village
liwy 51 S.

529-4301

7:S~;:;--:=;;-~ro
McGirr, men golfers seek win ~ . . . - "Notebook Series"
By George Pappas
&all Writer

The SIU-C men's goU tean.
'\liD travel to Evensville, Ind.,

this weekend to take part in the
nin,e-team, 18-hole Aces-Oak
Meadow Invitational.
Tbe Salukis are hoping to
improve on their sixth-place
finish (of 16 teams) in the FlU
Sunshine Invitational over
spring break. To do ao, they will
have to beat the likes of Loyola,
Xavier, Evansville and Indiana
State at Evansville.
,
The competitioo in Evansville
wiD not be as tougb as in
Florida, Saluki Coach Mary

~J?::::~~~~=~=~~
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-------------+ _ _ ·Stude1l:tSummer

.

.____ L·Family Planfor Dependents only ....
--e,-':~~.tl===-*-S-t-u-d-e-n-t-M-a-te-r~-it-y-B-e-n-efi~--~~-'·Major Medica I Insurance
-

=-=-.:. .

·Continuing Covera ge for G raduates ~_

-

·Individual Coverage Conversion =-=

Brewers' duo helps top Cubs 9-8
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Charlie
Moo,-;: had three bits and two
RBI, and Robin Yount went
tw~for-three, including a threerun homer in the fm;t inning to
lead the Milwaukee Brewers to
a 9-8 victory over the Chicago
Cubs on Thun.day.
Brewers starter Moose Haas
went six innings and allowed

Plan -==-=~_

i

-

- 0 - t=-.. For informati on, call t.he

--:-=:-' - - Health Service at: =_-_~-=~---

one run on six hits to gain the
victory. Milwaukee improved
its Cactus League record to 11·7
while the Cubs lost their sixth
straight and fell to 3-13:

record crowd of 6,461. The Cubs
cracked four home runs for the
afternoon, off the bats of Ron
Cey, Bill Buckner, Steve Lake
and Mel Hall.

The Brewers mOWlted an 3-1
lead after 6 and one-half innings
and hung on for the victory in
front of a HoHokam Stadium
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Slumping netters face crucial matches
By Jim Leu
Sports Editor

It could be a do-or-die
weekend for the SIU-C women's
tennis team when Eastern
Kentucky, Indiana State and
Northern Dlinois show up in
Carbondale Friday to e;:>mp<!te
in a quadrangular matchu~.

se!~:n !f~~ito°~~~ stn!~

more than a month ago. Last
week, SIU-C Coach Judy Auld
was hoping to come back from
the squad's spring trip with a
.500 record. Instead, the Salukis

lost all seven of their matches,
and f~D to 0-8 this spring, 11-13
overaD.
SIU-C has reached the point
where it needs to pull out at
least one win, possibly two, in
order to shake its slump. One of
Auld's main worries is "trying
to get back on the right traCK,"
she said.
"Right now we're being
tentative, we're lacking confidence in our play," she said.
Auld said the Salukis' poor
sprin~ triP record is behind
them.
"It's all down in the record

boo!!"," Auld said. "This team is

better than its record. I think
they know that."
Auld, though, is hoping that
her squad will get at least the
chance to win a couple matches.
Rain is in the forecast for this
weekend, pos.<:ihly as early as
Friday night.
EKU and NIU wiD take to the
Law School tennis courts at 9: 30
n.m. Friday. At 3 p.m., EKlT
wiD play SIU-C and NIU will
play ISU at the Arena Courts.
Friday night, at the Arena
Couris, SIU-C ~ill play ISU in a
Gateway Conference match.

Weather permitting, SIU-C
will play NIU, and ISU will play
EKU at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at
the Arena Courts. The EKU and
NiU matches are nonconference.
Auld said her squad is
capable of winning all three of
its matches, but that it will need
to get its act together to do it.
"I really think we can win all
three - if we play aU three t t~:,~eA~SI:Iidell to win
EKU will probably b~ the
Sa lukis , toughest opponent this
weekend, Auld said, but her

:ill

White Sox win; Cardinals fall
opened the Chicago fifth inning
with singles off I;sing pitcher
Rich Rodas. One out later,
Rudy Law r,~ched first base on
:,~tJ~!i ~:~ f:;~I~it:~~:r~: a throwing error by Los Angeles
Chicago White Sox blanked the second baseman Steve Sax that
Los Angeles Dodgers 2~, and loaded the b~.
Rodas then walked Scott
Mike Boddicker and Tippy
Fletcher to force home Hulett
M~rtinez combined to fire a
with
the only run the White Sox
four-hitter as the Baltimore
Orioles defeated the St. Louis would need.
In
the seventh, with Tom
Cardinals 2-1 in spring train.;ng
Niedenfuer pitching, Cruz got
baseball games Thursday.
an
infield
single with one out
The loss was the fifth in a ro '
for the Dodgers, leaving them and went all the way to third on
a
throwing
error
by Niedenfuer.
with a 7-10 record in the spring.
The Wh:re Sox have an 11-7 Cruz scored.as Greg Walker
grounded
out.
marlr.
Steve Yeager had two of the
Both Chicago runs were
unearned. The Dodgers com- Dodgers' four hits, both singles.
Brennan got the victory,
mitted three errors, giving
them seven errors in their last blanking Los Angeles on three
two games and 27 in the spring. hits over the first five innings.
Tim Hulett and Julio Cruz He walked two and struck out
By the Associated Press

Tom

Brennan,

Salome

main concern is ISU.
SJU-C beat ISU 7·2 last fallon
ISU's home courts, and
although it signi~ies that the
Saluitis could easily beat ISU
again, Auld is not taking
anything for granted.
"Tndiana State is a match
that we should win, but we
wl.Jn't be taking them lightly
because it is a crucial match,"
Auld said.
The ISU match is important
because it WIll help decide
seedings for the G"~eway
Conference tournament in late
April.

"SHOP SMART" ... A T

two.
The Orioles, 12-6 in exhibition
games, scored the Yrinning run
in the eighth inning when rookie
catcher AI Pardo drove shortstop Cal Ripken Jr. home with a
sacrifice fly. Ripken homered
in the sixth inning.
The Cardinals, 4-12 in spring
trairLing, opened the scoring in
the filth inning when David
Green doubled and scored on a
single by Darrell Porter.

. . . AUGSBURGER

~
' ~

,·w·

Boddicker, who allowed only
one run in the last 20 innings,
held the Cardinals to four hits in
six innings, while Martinez held
St. Louis scoreless the rest of
the way.

.

Regular, Dark. Bock

~ 39

6PAK BonlES

Martinez was the winner and
Cards rookie right-hander
Kevin Hagen was the loser.
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SALE PRICE

$99

95

SILADlUM~COLLEGE

...

RINGS

Your college ring is now more afforda.t)Ie than ever. Save on an incredible
variety ~ Siladium ring styles with cu~om features that 9Xpf\."lSS your taste
~ achievements. Each Siladlum ring is custom made, with careful attention to detail. And every ArtCarved ring is backed by a FuR Lifetime War.
ranty. Don't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful 00,. on a great
college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.
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'76 CHEVY MALIBU. Gcod con·
dition and reliable Negotiable.
Can 549-7l16, after 4 p.m'
5458Aa121

..Classlfted I_f_adoll Rain
C3 UDe mlnJmam, apprulmatety
15wonb)

GUN SALE.

~, "locid O~~~. :OO~' .!slit

t¥:~~ ~I~a~~;: ~r~{91~o

Tea dlra Nmeteea Day~
ceab per UDe, per "y.
Tweaty or More Day_Z1 ceab
per UDe,

5474Aal25

~s~ 0~~~~1~ICK ~fr~~

SIARI GAMMA SPiAKIRS

4-~d,

air

5478Aal23

76 VEGA. BODY Sound, Runs
good. $650.00, 549-3429 af~7~Ln:24

TIle Dan,. EIYJIdaB ea.... be
reapoulille for more diaD _

~~~eeFJ~~e~~~~: ~~er:~~i
summercar.t600.1·gr.-9697.

A~

5453Aa12!l

[,~'~~>~::,~~;
ALTERNATORS

J~ND

]

~TAR·

~uil~~::r.~ I~~l1~
85124Abl27

1982 KAWASAKI GPZS50. Like
;lew only 3300 mile'•. 549-0614.
Eveni;"s after 8pm.
5351Acl22

~:~~~.V::~ ~ir~

529-41'~.

5428Ac127

~~n~~~B:St~:f;o~?,

1973 "'ORD XLT 150 Truck.
Automatic, 360 engine. '1995. Can
549-3000.
B5248Aal33

.I

LANDLORD PHOBIA, BEST of
boWJ.ththpaworyml'!~tso:'.Y:U-asownourbo~et
10
I Y
.~
pa'yments are DOW! No obligationinformatim available by calling or
stop&~)' C~t!U'Y n, House of
Rea ty. rbonOdlc. ~~I3S

=di~~~~~~:

air52!18Aa122

'73 CHEVY MALIBU, fair C'lllIlition. new exhaust. $650 or best

~~II Issac. 9 p.m. =.t~

CARTERVILLE, BI.LEVEL, 1500

=i:tlar~~ifu~~=:re

'76 FORD THUNDERBIRD.
Excellent condition. Rebuilt
carburetor. new muffler, new
tires. Call 529-5480.
5405Aa127

occupallCMLakeShoresuMivisiOn,
218 Tim
Lane $40,00\1 or best
offer. Call
47.
54093AdI21

1977 MALIBU CLASSIC. '2700.
Low mileage. AM·FM. air~er

.

="1
!jA=~N:r ~::~
Great body" engine. Must sell.

5-

~now with I;jack trim. ~-73111
illter 11:00 p.m.
5431Aa122

1979 BUICK RIVIERA, Excellent
condition} see to ~preciate.

FURNISHED MOBILE

:.r~.iances. waSher-dr~.A!:i3
12x60 VERY NICE,

unfurn .•

~J~~:~e:~arr.tr~stU~!!r.1
3'nAeI24

$5,400, 529-l'619.

8XSO MOBILE HOME, 1 mile from

: : : ~aif'n~=~ed'li~:21

541i8Aal21

'74 VW SUPER Beetle. Rebuilt
1980

•can
~
de

=di~~~C~~~r=;t
p.m.
5S39AIl12II
GRAND

TORINO.

351

fJ,~~~,4:::rc£i~~~ 'iroO

O. B. O. 538-12'11.

5449Aal23

Vefl

1972 GRAN TORINO.
. ~~ble loeal ear. \:A~rk

Pate

III.,

545.5Aml26

ANTIQUE OAK PED for sale. This
is a beautiful oed in excellent
condition. Call 549-7407. 4414Aml23

'.
PEAVY' • CLASSIC" GUITAR
a:np. Good condition. Mu~t sell.
Call 549-4956. late
S448An123

$350 O. B. O.

_l
eve.

SURE SM 58-57. 'iI0·$120 New.

~~:'ce:. ~~~~J~~~rs& ~~e:r~1

studios. P. A. rentals. Sound Core.
457·5641.
5404Anl39
e J:.

~:I-I

behind tlJe nee Center. 01\£ block
to Sit'. 529-1539.
85125BaI21

Buy, Sell, and Trade
New and Used StereoVideo Equipment.
We

:W

'L~~

ELEGANT THREE BEDROOM.
$375 per montb. Available im·
mediatelv, fl.!mished, in beautiful
colonial ~tyle !iup!ex bouse, clcse
~~s ,1nd the UJliv~:~:!~:b

Highest Prices Paid.

[p;i~;oJ~H~~t.!tJ·S ...

410 WEST FREEMAN; 3 bedroont,

Processor.computer system

APA RTMENTS. CARBONDALE,
VERY near campus West Mill
Stree~,
town bouse style, 2bedrooins and bath up, livmg room
.. kitcben down. range and
refrigerator furnished, natural gas
water beater and furnace, 2-tm air
conditionillg. OWBet'!I do mowing
and normal refuse pickup.
4.vllilable June 1 or after, very
.'OIIlp.."'titive Jl!I'ices, can 457-7352 or

in-

I fI"" Deor Customer'

'l1li
Someone who knows you
knows me and has learned
thot Sterea and Television
Repairs n--eel not be ex pan·

I
~:;,.z=~: o?tr:J~.Old., ~~ke~;~~Sf~~I:~i~~'e~
I
----------=--

$Qme day service, a,.d o9&r
fr~e estimates with a 90
day warrantee. Like that
someone you know, call
Allen's T.V. and Save.
5936
549Allen..4
403 S. Graham

5406Ag122

TEAC X-lOR REEL-TO·REEL,
exCacenafn~trcn5,ndi(SI·8ti)o• .,P.lOI23· .1 yr. r,ld
...,..."....
5435Ag124

-----------==--

~~~~~d~~~::O~
best offer. Call 54!HJ049. 5437A,s:121

BACK FROM
BREAK
SPECIALS

$34.95

Wh:stler 2-70
Radar Detector

Scanner

I

...

~~ g;,rn:::~~tlhc~e~n's ~

month. S~a; rates for 12 month
leases ani! summer term. Call 4578689 evenin~.
851 59Ba 124

529-5777. Signing lease. BOW.

B5OOOBaI2$

A.."'ARTMENTS,

CAltaO.'IDALE.

~~it,ne~~;fcm~~~t~:s:l~

~"",.,","i"":"'''~":;::~~''S bedroom, I-bedroom, analarge

~'~:":':~;;:f~Gn I~1;.~~$~~~:

GROOMING. AllbreedoJ. ~9-3067.
SigDllll!ll!dSeSnow.
B5101Bal25
Rea,sonable rates and Tender 1 FuRNISHED EFFICIENCY
LovIDg Care.
~hI59
APARTJ'ofEl\'T for rent. Ciose to

COCKER SPANIEL, MALE 7
weeks old AKC registered. $100.
Call 549-5855.
5475Ah126

:ift~J'. ~lrer~~\e:!s~irici°un-

included. 529.3929. 457-542~ ..."5?
7403, 457-2134.
85128Hal25

r~::::;~~::::1 ~~~~:~r~:::~~:r~:&
1980 MOTOBECANE BOUGHT

$59.9'5

:ndf~~29-'f~~!~~e.very good

~:S~':..V,*~~e ~~~n!:

Dany EIYPlIaD. Mareh 23, 19M

14xSO. .Central air\ un, ail electric. M'lBl aell,

549-1688 after 3:~.

44§9Ae129

$1-49.95·

AT-70

$19.95

Audio Technica

AT-330

H

IIsL fhoto

CARTRIDGES:
Audio Technica

195!!:
17515
Ortoton FF15XE

~~~:'~~~~.3c!r~

544SAa125

Free Delivery

Nagc.tron
N'1gatron

4fi1-«'1111!fter II.
5456Aa121

r~~=.~
$1500.451-5448 alter 7 p.m.

:Yf::

IMS 1-466E

1969 WUNDERBUG. RUNS, $100

'73

MURPHy .. .,...... IL
_
.......

BOOK SHELVES, BRASS al'l'
lamp. $40 ea('h. Nice woodei! living
room iamp, $15. Call 997·9697.

~ :,.~~~. lil:~;:; ~;~~::m=i: 1'. "~'~~:~:::J ~~~~;;5236;;Ba=128:{~
I
I

Better toeall nt~

5025.

EVERYDAY

SOFA, NEWLY RECOVERED.
Ming greea. '150. Chrome table

ODDS & ENDS:

~~~~k:~~:!tte~~~,~:{

Ill' best offer,

I 1lefW1 . . .'pt'.·-....../pr.
~~:;re~~~.siereo ~':'29
OP£N
&am.Ipm
I 1313 SOUTH IT

111------------'

~~f. ;~1~~~3~ J.~~~~~. 011

'72 DATSUN 510. runs gO~
~~'S:9-~ a.trfick. ~~121

5427Aal26

_ ••-

·8'BY32'

son DOME TWlETER

10 ~PEED FUJ~ bicycle. Yamaba

~~~n~:r:~~a:i~'Jiit~~ ~e:~~~:~:~o

=di~~~~~~~

offer. Call 529-2.646, 'eave~~fl;'

DODGE 024, MURPHYSBORO.
1981. 4O~mpg 30,000 miles, ac,

Moll... H - -

•

Cail457-"213 after 5:30 p.m.
5467Aal22

=ttioo.

1"

cpu, '20,000 new, asking $4500.
serious inquires only Pbone 5493002 after 5 pm.
.
5258Ag123

5422Ac121

BUICK REGAL 1974:- 63,000 miles.
Excellent condition, '1,000.00. 457·
8035 o~ 549-2815.
5279AaI22

, I

AitATURf '"AKERS

(Pront C_.)
2-1" POLY.WOOfIR &

~~:e~~es, C~Tl.p."'I~e~~'nteiw~· I

1981 YAMAHA XJ650 Maxim. 4

II

R.t.n .....SClI. ,.,1

restring. $50, call after 4:00. 457·
6132.
4405Af121 tIl
SOLOFLEX, NEVER USED. Cos
over $500. Ot-Iy $425.457-5150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5433_AI_12_1

rr:~ ~:: ~~lsf w.~u~C:

CIauifIed advertising must be

:~~::bl~J~en~~rr

SONY DIGITAL
DISK PLA ~IR CDP.111

i~rarS!h~ :ba~~~~s:ixN:!~i~~

MISS KITTY'S USED Furniture.

re!!::=t!i,~~

n.15
'2.U
n.25

(Prom Pranee)
....1I ....ipo'.·S... t351/pr.

~~~:n~.o~Cl'5:l~' i~. s.a.rlfA~

of~~~ifled.

I.

TDKSA..

ANTIQUE ROUND OAK l~ble
nam~t.i,.and girls bab~ c1.,thes·

aoo

$4800,

w.·...... .wy",...1n town

i~~~m~J~~ri ,';:C===A:
....
=='::"S::::l=H===- [~!.::~:I'HED I

~u~e~uilhin~estr<""i.al ~

yoar:\d, eaU 531-3311 before IZ:"
__ !ar eueeUatioa Ia UIe !lOt

day', .....
AQy ad wDcb is eaooeIIed bI!Iore
expiratioo will be charged a $2.00
III!I'Vice 1ft!. AQy reIImd under
will be forfei~J 'It' to the COIIt

SABIN AUDIO

FOR SAlE: 19" Zenith Color TV.
Less than a year old. Very
reasonable price. Call549-0i 74.
5436A023

5465Aal29

$2000, 529-4697.

vertlsen are reapoulille for
c:loedba, 11 . . advenilemea' f_
eIT'OI'S. En.!'II DOt die faDil'" tlIe
advertiser widell Ieuea die vahle
ot die aclwrtiHmes' will be ...
jualet'i. !f your ad appea", ...
c:onec:ily, ar H y .. willi to eaaeel

~~~;!. "orw~Fi1 tvND T~s;:.d

MAXELL UDXLII..
MAXILL UDXLIIS"

12:00 00Im wiIllD in foIlowina day's
publicatioo.

• y's Iaearrec:t :...ertiIa.

STEREO

5408Afl23

:1!!:.a~~~d Inn Ta~ll~:1

1977 VW RABBIT,

~t!.a=:==a~

988-8781.

1973 OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88,
PS, PB. AC. Stereo. New

:~~.i~xC:W~:nMl8~ J~~Yset,

All Classified Advertising must
be typed and ~ be6lre 12:00

715 S.lIlInols St. .57-7019

sei!. trade and re~ir. Steams Gun

1976 YW SCIROCCO, sporty. gTeIIt
condition. with excellent stereo.
687-4871..
544i8Aa121

parts. 529-2538.

per"'"

On t')w Payments
TV Repair.!l~ Estimates

ALL Charter Arms

~~~n2~t~(':~~~~nt~ffeW:t~nyg

offer. Call54H203 evenin~iAa 126

Iiae, per.y.

BUY NEW OR USED
TELEVfSIONS

sheep, bogs

~~~rti~.~o:~·~~:

6166.

OBe Da~ nBb per UDe, per
day.
Two o.,-se ceJllal per IIDe, per
day.
1'1l1'ft or Foar Da~ ceJlb
per UDe. per day.
Five lhra E ....' o.y,..~ per

FOR SALE : GOATS

~~~Im-_isor4.siaugh~fn1k

$19.95
$1-4.95
$29,95
$2-4.95
$49.95

~

USED

~ PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT

CAMERAS

e Yoshlca FX-S
wIlen.

$89.95

eCanonA·E 1
w:i.:1!
$159.00
• Voightlander VSL ,

imCORDCAU:

wi I...",

$89.00

A"dio Technica
Sonic Broom

eNlkonF

~.9'J

$10.95

Discwashe;
Disc Cleone"
$13.95
$6.95
D'Stat Mots
SC·2 Stylus Cleaner $6.9S
Zerostat
Anti·Static Gun
$19.95

~GfbrtID
715 S. Unlv.nlty
Mt-UM

GEORr.ETOWN APARTMENTS
RElI,., (N" fall '" summer for 2. 3, "

~&i.~': ~~'iiI~~2P~,p:l~~n
Il5240Ra 131

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE for summer and fallspring immediately. Rent in·

U:~he51r ~n~~~~~ s~~fI1titg
:~~_~~~rc~::21~8%~~j.eC~
formation.

5224Ba121

VERY

Bedroom

lIOITY no pets. Available Mav 15.

85287Ba121

LeaSe reqJilred.. 529-5878.

LIN5l'!S & ACiSS.
e35mm F/2 L.in
Summlcron
e2OOmmF/4
Olympvl
e28mmF/2.8
Olympu.
el32XMinolta
Fla.h

NICE ONE

furnished, walkiq( distance to SIU,
.

$250.00
$89.00
$89.00
539.95

I

--~~~~~~~~-

I&L ",oto
Caillpuillhoppl,. CaRt...
52••2Oa 1
WE BUY, SELL &TRHDE

L.-~;';"";":";;";;;';';;;";';";;"";:;;'-'"

~":o ~~~F~:C:t.

Very close to campui5. Some
utilities and beat. 68']. iS38.
B530nBaI37

MURPHYSBORO.
FURNISHED
OR unfurnished. large 2 bedroom.
Carpeted. Quiet. l\1aturf' .ulults. No
pets DePOSIl 5195. 549-:::i7BaI38

~2

LARGE
FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY ApI. near Recreation
Building One or two students.
W&'D. ac. summer or fall contact.
HJ8S.fi947
BSS12ilal37

4 BDR. HOUSE. 3 blocks east or
the towers. Nc pets. Respopsible

'ARKTOWNI A'AIlMINTS
Perfect tor professionals

9Of'u!u~·~;~~:=~~m

JLI~F~g:Jl;

~~~ft:rrsi. "r~:Je~a;t~n~fr

TOWNHOUSE. Spillway
",vaJ!as::A8

1. JOe CreetwIew. , _ ......._
IJ5O.rr.otIrh~_SA50-f.J1

3 ROOMS.
MURPHYSBORO.
carpet. clean, couple preferred. No
pets. 867-%643.
85472BaI24
BIG .. BE... UTIFU ... 2 bedroom ac,

aL~~~ t;:,~~ifl~~OoI~cit"tt. r :
2376.
5466Ba126
CARBONDALE.
NEAR
HOSPITAL.
Furnished,
I
bedroom. bath with Mower. No
pets. April!. 549-811iO. 5471BaI23
I BORM. SEMI-FURNISHED.

~~7~ ~~~Sl~~~ ~~r~~

electric.

5467BaI22

'both

COfl'Oft~.dryef.t.l7$."''''1'ItOf''7S.fafl

I. 112 Creetwlew. 3 bed-OOfI'I.
c,,'rot ..rlJ:5O.'lUntlftefS450-fo':
II. ala .....

~.

Corpof't

, ....... , ...."

13750·"",,,,,,,.,. 1oI~·foU. i~
~tNr., i'"""euOtJ)

'WO "..,.".,.,.,

3_ ,. _

S. al. Creetw.... 3 ",""oom . . . . _
en. "",1 ~. fWO 1ftOt. ow "".,.,.Id ,.."

I
"_0_.....
______••

.~----------------~
LUXURY TWO BEDROOMS. for 1
.........- - - - - - - - - . . . . , .
SUmmer or AUgilst. Unfurnished
or furnished. Very nicek~=i:18 111....._ _ _ _

l

5600.

2. all . . . . ' - . , ____

Now 'o,ing Spring f.ontracf, for
efficienCies. I bttdroo."':, and 2 bed
room apl 3 block. from Campus
Napel•.
O .... WIIII_.........
510 S. U .. f"nlty
457-7941 '''-2414

Mo~sv:~·m~~ '5s,sf:cir:'1 qli~

1fvM'4W~.I37S-~ k:r"·fall

., al.CeMtw....

.-ott"

7. 4GO W. Wlttow. , ................
nHdt two mor. or could b. ..,,-nnwr
• ...rbI..,.,•. ~ cou&d r.,.t to thrw. ..,.... peG91.
ptf'1On

........ A'-'I. '''"'''"_ "".....
~-drpt' .•35thu...."....

Io&»fou

oom_""

••• 10~ ........

No'"'lCtuct.d "'~~ntme't.s,u,·foI'

DELUXE FURNISHED. BRICK 3.

,a

!;:-a~rf;:~:.edrooms. tt~~ag~~

'0. •
~. 3 bod•..,.. h ........
fomily 100m SotOO-'Iurnmer $.In-to"

~-BLOCKS

monm«l(hwm:ner, IllS-month 'oil

684-5917.

12. llU •• W....... -..... _,"

andtrashll'lCluct.d.twa~~aYCI'i

B525IBb132

~. SlCJO.ItIOItII'l-.xhwm,.,., SI~·fGlI

1I.211aOW . . . . la._ ....... .,.

4 BEDROOM. REMODELED.

~I I'd. of Iown 2 bedroom. 12OO·~th
wm...... $2'M)·monlh toI'

~~~~~dAv~iT!gl~tes~in~:eO~:
~:;;i!:sS:~ ~~~Bb~;!I'

,II. 2111 0 ... W'" 11.

3 .....~

ti'~._ twa people need ~ more

with summer discounl549-3174.
5373Bbl25

VERY NICE TWO be1room fl.!!'nished. walking distance to StU.
Sorry no pets. Available May 15.
Lease required. 529-5878.
B44IlBaI27

NICE FIVE BEDROOM. two bath
furnished home behind the
Rl'CI'eation Center. Available May
16.314 E. Hester. Call 549-5553.
5385Bbl26

FURNISHED APT. 3 bedroom ". J
bedroom. 204 E. Collpge. 4S;-5923.
(Close to campus). Leave
message.
5481Bal26

=:

ONE

NICE TWO BR. house. Quiet.
~~ara. June lsi ~~~\~I~

SUMMER SUBLETIERS
AVAILABLE

FOR RENT~ 2-8EDRooM bouse.

MUST RENT SUMMER
. TO OBTAIN FOR FALL

FURNISHED

:fa~ fJor:e~$f:~~i,~~tarts
4418BaI25

APARTMINTS
SlU .............

*

...--...:.oncIup

NOW--".....;)fII
SUMMa & .ALL

2.'

FeaIWtne:

lfIIcIenc...,
W.
SpIlt ' - ' apts.
With: SwImm"'V pool
Air COftdllfonfng
Wall ... _11 carpeting

FullyfumlshM
Cob!. TV..me.
Moln_MtVa

CharcaoIgrill.

AND""
YEItY ClOSE TO CAMPUS
For lmor-Ifon .tap lor

The Quads
12075. Wall
tI""lIJ
SHOW AftAltTMfNTS
Man" Wed" Fti ..
1. . . .
Sot .. 1I-3pnI

-.

' '10

11.117••, . .tn•••• -......

for

~~~!d~~~ ~~~.lf~·:Ji~ ~~f'

SUBLET I BEDROOM unfurnished apartment. 10 minute
walk to campus. Gas. water. trash
~ck-Ut. air-conditioned. Avai!able
45~!~i. Days. 453-3067. ~~&

BEDROOM

10

t3W-",mme1.Io45G.'oli twa r.:.opie ~ one
one mot. Of" would rwnt to Ph,. . ,.....

FALL. SUMMER. CLOSE to
campus. one to five bedroom
~::n~~I:r:J: ~.hed, car·
SI5IBbl27

TO CAMPUS

~thMCh·turrWnet".Sl!O-fall

f!~~~~~~rl~. ':!~irit1e c~o:;

"'2$.

inclucMd ,l9S-t'nOf'fhf,Ulftntef",Il2S.1011

l .. MaoWor . . . . . . .%L ........

2 t.droom.

Sl»~th 'lU1'ftf'MI' and fa~

17, . . . . . . . . S _ 1'10 ",.Ie
front ....... chombet-,hlt. bedrODln~

!!~~!r'!t~';'!:I~"

SC2S-wmrner.SS1S-fall

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE
IN SOME INSTANCES

NICE HOUSES. WEST ~

C'a111-99S-M87ar4S7..uM

~~a~1'~~~/~=

Now . .ntlne FOf' SfPf'lne
H...... CI_ to C.MPUS

=~:n::s:=!:~~u~~ ssoo.

begins May IS,) $2:iil; ~th ideal for

......,Iy •

two J:.fSons shari ng or small

.-oct.'...

Furnished or Unfurnished

~~.PartIY fumis~~~

'·fledrqom:
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED house
and al:artment near cam~. No
=OnJY t:t::n~:: all 4575438Bbl28

208 Hospital Drive
209 W~I eM.ry

'·fledraam: 5IW S. Hoyn 12

w_.

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED house
3 or 4. l'f.! miles rrom Communication BUildin& No pets.

1..... -..-~1182.
l ....,.:. nMd 2' 1IIOf'., Aveotobl. Imr....:batefy

4.r;7-2592.

r.::;.::,:.==r:.~~~=
I. .,. Sr--. I .... _ ..,' nood

5439Bbl28

on.

fI'IOI'

u,.Iatie1.

NOW RENTING FOR
FALL OR SUMMER
NEWlY REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

RENTAL HEADQUARTERS

MUST RENT SUMMER TO OBTA!N FO~~ FAll

One 10 .....n bedroom """One to fout badtaom apat_ts

Ivy Hall 701 W. Mill-Furnished efficiencies across str_t
from campus. $2SO-manthly. ALL UTILITIES PAID.

. . W. Main:

1I'Itf1Oft. $1:t:S.montPli,

4I7-U34

~~. ~::'ty ~US~: Pt!~aOK~'
1225. 867-2685 or $19-~. 5315Bbl22

Unique large
, bedroom. hardwood floors. nany windows. starting at
$240-manthly. Some utilities in<.luded.

InOnI

~larlll.lIftUIUOIroom

4-BEDROOM. FURNISHED. 403
W. Pecan. Summer-Fall, 457-50lI0
days. 529- t547 nights. B5542Bbl39

Manor"ou. . Apts. 41' W. Monroe.

529.1082 or ."9.3375
-

If
II

MoII"e Hom..
VI...TW-O-B-E-lJ-R-OO..-..;.;M....:.;;..R-E-D-U-<;-.I!:.i..:.D...re-nt-.JI
=i~f~!:. ~o;.:o pets pI::~~I~1
~~~~t:J~ ~~th~~~~?a~t!

Partly fumished 3 bedroom apt. $35().montflry.
N_ly remadeled large 2 bedr~ apt. with air. $32O-manthly.

immediately. furnished. anchored

F........n Valley-HI W. F........n.

Pine Tree Mobile Home Park. 5292533.
85t34Bc122

Townhouse

' I.

large 2 bedroom
baths. central a,r. $4QC).mantflly
utHities.

+

Loge.....lre Apia. 117-611 S. Logan. Furnished 2 ~
duplex with air. $33O-manthly

+ utilities,

.

..Al\ WRIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEME~'
LllJ
SH-1Al·.
;.,..-.,

,

:~:352 Oi' 529-

.

Sir~,,&~~

~:~~~~~~~~.

i!i'~~~a~O~:~~~: ~~~~tisr~t
~aart:r i~~rU~~~~h K~~~~'edLaa'~~

undl'rpinneJ.

Cable TV

and

~!~~~I(' fto~leS~~~e ~~r~et~~

mill' South S1.

B5lsuBcl27

ONE AND TWO bedrooms in nice

~~3t~~~er~i::.bt:s~~aft~~
p.m.

:;199Bcl22

O!,;E BEDROOM APT.

clean.
furnished. heat and waler
includl'd in rent. Located I',
milesl'ast ofUnivl'rsity Mall. Rent
rangl' $155-$175 pl'r month. Also
now laking summer Ctintracl's at
reduced raIl' on beth I bedroom

12X50 ONE BEDROOM. Semifurry~, a-c. $150.00 45~~CI26
12XSS UNFURNISHED. WASHER

&. dryl'r. a-C.SI95.oo. 457-4084.

54IIBcI26
FOR SALE OR rent Mobile Home.

If;':. ~~~:~n, I!;lm~~~

R;.sh,~d mobile home. Available
anytime. 529-5920.
54770&123
------~-- -~-

CARBONDALE.
$l25!
BEAUTIFUL. clean, fumjshed 2

~~.~rl~res.iowAll9-~d~~~~~.

NICE A;.IO CLEAN 'Wv bedroom
avaibole for Sllmml'r. fall and

WOIi:::is.~~~.dIm~i:c:~ sm.

NICE 1m, 14xS2. $125 per m~nth.
Pets ok. Will sell on contract. Price
negotiable. 529-5852.
5510&121
TWO BEDROOM AVAILABLE.
April 15-A':t. IS. Extended IiV;llS

rO~~ie ~::~ne~a~a£~\f~~

Faappreciate. Excellent for gr... d.

~!~dent.

...7-2048.

~~l'a~'Us~~·ys~:~~°::1~r

5 p.m.

CHAUTAUQUA ROAD. 1056 sq. ft.

~;!~l;.r w~~~~.J~~;.a~~~: ~~
~naf~~fs~~s~~S~isf~~J~~d

or
B5313Bcl22

~~--

-------

NEW 14X60 2-BEDROOM. 1'2
bath. Extra nice. Enl'rgy l'fficient.
Central air. No pels. Warren Road.
549-0491.
85299Bcl37
I~X60,

CARPET AND air. storage

~:!ii.~!W ~a~I'J~~c~~r

5487R('I,;Q

e CABLi::VISION
e1 or 2 baths
.2 0 .. 3 bedrooms

5250&133

2 BEDROOM EXTRA nice. Town
&. Country. No pets. 549-5596.
BS370Bcl:15
BEAUTIFUL 14X70. RAISED
kitchen. dishwashl'r. central air.
skirting. Availabll' now. Call 529#14.
B52SIBcl26

5450. Total sublease Pri!!~

FREE BUS
TOSIU
e Laundromat

nicel~

e$145.$360

I~ru~~~;~*
....
HOM(S

r.=.1

. . . . __ ''0

S.,.u.

-

ROYAL RENTALS

RATES

CARBONDALE. 1:lx65. 3 bedroom.
all elect. Water and trash inc. No

'.11

!lUIII......

5388Bcl23

DBL. WIDE MODULAR homl'. 3
Bdrs.. 2 baths. fully furnished.
cl'ntral air. wet bar. storase,
:~_=.. Summl'Nent n~~~I~

'HWY 51 NORTH
549-3000

No".... Taking Contracts
For Summer and
Fall/Spring Semester

NICE 12X60 2 bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 2 miles east of
ea .........i1dale. $190. 684-2Ij6J.
NICE ONE AND two bedroom.
furnished. Close to campus. No
pets. 457-:;266. B5514ac121

Only
mil ••
North
of2Compus.
5i"9 l• Rol. .
Available

Eft. Apts.
'Bdrm. Apt_
2 Bdrm. Apt.
2 Bdrm.
Mobile Home

$155

$110
$loW
$200

i:.JOO

$95·
$110

$110$:55

$185

All locations are 'vrnished
ana a/c.

ra~:se~ ~~~~t.6Ir~~~~~rom

NO PETS

457"'22

5460B('I2."

Fumi ......

549.337. Of' 529·1149

rill'

Modern 2 bedroom. carpet. air. laundry room. $3OO-monthly
water &garbage paid.

conditioning. night Iighti!l~.
asphalt drive'" front door parking,
owners r'o mowing and normal
refuse pickup. Available June I 'JC
arter. very com~itive prices. call

unusuot_rwopeop*er-..dfwo~allu'lfi'lM

l""iI,1CNd SIOI);.month wmm. $111.50-1.11

g:~ed. c lISe to camJ::a::.

Chautauqua Apts.-1 % Mil. . W. .t of Campus

anchored witli steel cables on

1.4 40D L W.""". 2 b.dr00lY\l ,.0'"

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED,
two blocks rrom Rec. Available
$250. You pay utM~~B~

~;e~e:.r:~l8 p.~I_

HOMES IN Car·

~t!~~I~.?n~~Ebed~~~~~ceEI:~'
~rta:,sp8CP. AvaiJabll' ~;;'Jb~

• 57-3321

1&.3 bedroom. furnished. Utilities
i!\duded. n~ets. Lease and
~~i! requi
. Call af~\a':.

MIJRDALE

~~s. ~.Wmi~t~es~i~~:dal~

Shllpping , Krogl'r. 2 miles or 9
minutes to campus or downtown,
no highway (lr railroad traffic.
frost Ius rl'frigl'rator. 3D-gallon
watl'r ht'a!~r. 50 foot lots. tr.,es and

~~:~: uc~:!e;~nl'~i2' s~fWed~

:::=========~.I r~!~nJ~~~Y.

~5~0 bedrooms. calk~i~l~

~!~:;r~:~~~'

lOyn.mhh
blO(ks. fro,., (ornpust

116 S_ ...wll....
14'.24'4
457.7941

~II a~Z:~~~f~~~Ylfniv:'

I·BDRM

NEED A PLACE economIcal &.
Vl'r}' closl' 10 campus this summl'r' Nice hous~ available MolY 14
for 4 roommates. 'i29-29824416Bbl2S

Now Rentin9 lor 5p""9.
Elfo.,enc'es.ond,l bedroom opl.
No pets ;Ov ld.y 1,l(oi",~.

r~::,d~~w' ~!~::.t~C~
I~campusand lh~niversitY Mall.

12X50 FRONT AND rear bedroom.
One 01' two person rate. One mile
_Ih of SIU. Jay 529-1291.
B5234Bcl30
I BEDROOM. SilO; 2·bedroom.
,130; ~uiet. excellent conditioo. No

~isa:_mished. SouthW~43&~~

MALIBU VILLAGE i
NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL
Three Locations
Rent Starts at $165
1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Hom••
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes next door
to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease.
Special summ~r rates. Satellite dish with
MTV and FAA channel and HBO available.

2. 1000 E. Park Mobile Home.
12 & 14 Wides close to campus, acro$.S
street from laundromat. 12 month lease r
cablevision available.

3. 710 W. Mill Apartment•
Two bedroom, across street from campus.
Medeco lock system for extra security,
12 month lease, coblevision available.

CALL

529-4301

NOW

..
Daily ElIYptian. March
. . . '"

23. l!l84. Page

I~ ..&J.t:.1.1J. ..... ,.&'f(. .......

'."'~ .~.
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NURSES, RN'S. OR LPN'S
needed for migrant health
program. Union County. Tem&orary . June thru October.

The Boy or Girl next door not your type?
We specialize in finding your type.

p~~r~r~~~ b.~~P:~iS~·!n~1:~~~:

SOUTHERN COMPATIBILITY

~rv~~e:,~ .AlfIYB~:w~~ ~a~~~

- Asic about our studant discounts _

Sala~ depends IIJH>II traini'lf, and

physboro.IL684·5M4.

S02 W Sy< amort'

85549<:125

SOIJthern II/inois Only
Computerized Doting Service.

2 FULL TIME live-in starr
positions avaIlable .. s residential
service provide.-s
Minimum
qualifications. Bar:helor'~ Degree

Please mail all inquiries 10:

d!~e'=~~~ i'i~h wOJr~~ti~ah

JOBS:

FOR

in-

~~~:!~o'}obsere~~e::' ~o~~,

Tucson. Arizona 85717.

4996C123

CRUISESHIPS HIRING!

with

ex~rience.

206. DuQuoin. IL. 62832. E. O. E.
4419<:125

~aYr! ~~~fde~aw~l~e~C:.!::
:.w~eri. ~=. !M4-4444s24~k
AIRLINES HIRINWt STEWAR-

o~fers

Directory. Guide. Newsletter. I(916) 944-4444. Ext Southern II. Air.
5241Cl27

results. 337 Lewis Lane. Phone 4$74924.
85083EI26

$2$ HOURLY.

a~ailable

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR
you ~er 30 yrs. exp;i"ience,

~~~~:~!y Pa~~f~~~~~~

f!i

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
at The Hair Lab. Call

FEMALE fi(;ure

~~:pist~m~.·5J~~rOIOgy
B5I08E121

JEWELRY REPAIR. NORTH
Star Creati"ns. 717 S. Illinois
Ave. 457-8533. Complete line of
loose gem stones for custom
designing.
4644E123

Men's Market Magazines before
calling. 549-4512 Day or Eve. Jobs.
Sets may appear pseudon=~lb'

man

~~deu~\lm~Sbl~~u~':d. ~a~P':o

cooking. Call 457-7352 or 529-5Tn.
B5517BdI27
-ru-R-N-IS-H-E-D-P-R-I-V-ATE ROOMS
in co-ed house very close to
campus. Low summer rates includes utilities. 549-3174. 5447BdI28

2

FEMALE

!!~~rt~~

SrOR-N-~OK

TYrING. THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Maan St. 549-3512.
4394E132

WANTED: FULL OR part-time
self-motivatoo person intere!ited in

BRAKE WORK. LOWEST rates
guaranteed. 529-2287.
M21EI27'

portunity. Call 1-542-4122 befweeD
9-5 pm: 1-542-5158after6pm.
5303CI22

~rii:~~:6c Ci~hP:'°rTer~x

~~~~~f~'seWst~ag~~~~

~~ 1::~:;::~:~~~Y~~~~y
B5129EI43

BILL'S TRAILER REPAIR.
traIler. 867-2528.

~::::.~;~ ~~~::ft ~~~tiSi:~

mA, Pomona.IL62975

TYPING.

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
reg~lar. Cassette tapes trans~rlbed;. Termpapers. thesesdisserta .. ons. bOok manuscripts

~~iW9i~~~~~~~~:

~~~!i~e Fin~~~'~ervf~~~J::~

3374EI59

5o!:ltlBe13O

THE HANDYMAN-CARPENTRY
!frywalling.. pai."lting. electrical:
lawn mOWl!lg. yardwork. hauling.
tree cullang. Quality wort.
Reasonable rates. 457-7026.
511MlEI26

L~~".;~·~
ELEGl\NT THREE BEDROOM.
$375 per month. Available immediately. furni.ihed. in beautiful
colonial style duplex house, close
~=sand the univ~I7s~W~

A Career For You •
ILLINOIS POWER

BEDROOM

rc:ae:e~g:Fc:=~!'1t~~

ACCURATE

I

I PAINTIN(;.
EXTERIOR,

ntMtohn'
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDElJ
for rest of seme!lter. 6-bedroom
house 00 Oak St. Call 529-3512.
5452Bg124

Guaranteed
AI Ra~~

BIOFEEDBACK COURSE CO-

~~a~Ye~er~tsi~~3 To~r~~ ~~

examimtion. individualU'XI, hours
arr!,nged to suit. ha"ds-on expenence, learn relaxation. control
stress. headaches. etc. 453-4301.
5465EI24

SPRAY' N BUFF cars (l8ir!ted $170

~~r~gte!'t~iE\~. van~39
CAMERA.PROJECtOR
REPAIR
Fast Locol Service
Used Equipment For Sole
All Work Warran'ied

'~.~
'~ "
.
"'"'

NPS

44OOBn35

OFF 51 S. llf.t miles south of Aroold's. 2 bedroom over 1 acre lot.
Country atmosphere. Custom
kitchen. Shag carpet. Lots of
stora!e. APf,liances ft·rnished.
~~ pre erred. 'l=~m~

717 S. Illinois Ave.

457-8533

---

•

WANTED

EMERGENCY!

.1

PERSON

~~.E~!g: ~ni ~ll ~~

pIly feeand l'OOIT~rd until elld
Of semester.
54701"'22
WANTED TO BUY. Class rillP.
old gold .. silver. broken jewelrY
coins. scrap. sterling silver, old

~~esa23an~~g~eA~en~.

[,<OIL

.........

LOST-LONG HAIRED black cat

with White chest and boots

:D

Emerald Lane vicin;~. Rewanl.
Please. caU 457-8897 after 5:00 p~m.
,
'~. .
. 5485G124

•.
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INTERIO~-

=~;~~::~;':lity.

MARCH 29,

CARBONDALE, I BEDROOM,
~~~,:"mer, $200 fall~~

5393EI22

CARPENTRY; PAINTING' LTD
SDecializing in residential' worIL
f{easonabfe rates. Matt McCrimmon ~57-2401.
5444EI38

Realty. Ask for Diane. ~=-f1~

near

FAST,

page. 549-5438.

SERVICES OFFERED

ROOMMATE

dl!~lex,

5414E121

~~~~~~r!~~.nt~y~~ t~

3 FEMAl .... ROOMMATES needed
to share nice house. 3 blks. from
~am~s. From Aug .• 84 to Aug.
:"~IJ swr,mer suble~rf~:2s

LARGE 4 ROOM

~/

\

:'~en~~~~: caAlsJE~38

.

lJla.ce to live after May 15. Call
Robert 529-'1435.
54848eI23

=t=r.~~4~~.starting

SMILE TODAY J

~~~Il~~:gihfn~~C:;n~t~:T!

~~1c1NG ~~~~r:~r~ing~:--

TWO

~\

5190EI34

GNOSTIC ~RCH TEACHINGS
- ANe old sptrttual techniques teach

apartments. Clean, qt!iet and an
easy walk to campus. Call 457-0556
after 5:00 p.m.
5386Bel22

CAMBRIA.

We

~~I~t~. t&or: t~\1x ~~ ti:i

ROOMMATES

Mam. 529-2241. Fee

MINI

WANTED:
CREATIVE.
F.NERGETIC individual to work
consistently 2-4 hours per week,
pladng anrl rilling poslers on
camuus. Earn $500 or more each
schoO.i year. 1-800-243-6706.
5297Cl25
ATTE---N-D-A-N-TS-:--F-O-R--S-UMMER
and Fall • 84. m-r to assist
physical?, disabled students with
~,:.r.0~~50c!r;aIlA&f~~~ Woody
B5304C121

!rr· ~II Len~isS~!~1

PROFESSIONAL

~~7~tl~.AndY. DaY-4~3!J?ti

fordable quality. ';57-8438. 4Ir.dE159

~~t,~~!l~i~:k

FOR

PER~ONS INTERESTED IN
formIDg a Unax-Xenix-C studv

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING from a ooJe in your

'16-

work becomes propert~ Dwar:::

ROOM

G~ ... arr.me,,'

Send resume to

W:;:'~I~a~:':~~:nt~Zi

PRIVATE

Jockson County

r~:,vJon~ ¥0~n$~;~~~~Sj>.18~· £,~

roof to a whole new house. Af-

~~~~Swo~r:!~e! o~~\f

R'E!'gl'Sl.red Wl,h

P.O. BOx 94. Carbondale. IL 62901

~~~'!.~I~~fog~~~~n~::a~~I~\:~
ALASKAN

Alllnformo •• un
pe'.onal confldenf.ol

~

HI", BiffWIt

I-.

w.....

.... St-. ....
hy&Ma., .....

Follow the arrows
to the D.E. classifieds

~

(Northwest corner oft
. Chautauqua.)
or call: 536-3311

Gymnasts to take aim at 280 average
By George Pappas
Starr Writer

te~e ~~U~e~:;Sct~c~~stics
If the Salukis are to carry a
278 average into the NCAA
Championships on April 12, they
will have to score 271.70 or
better in the Illinois Open this
weekend in Champaign.
It is obvious that the fifthranked Salukis would also like
to win the meet.
"I'm looking for us to score
well so we can raise our

average," Saluki Coach Bill
Meade said. "It would also look
good to win, too."
The competition in Champaign this weekend will be
tough. Iowa. carrying a 271.83
average, will challenge the
Salukis for first place in the
meet and if thev score higher
than the Salukis, then their
season average will end up
higher, also. The Saluki
average is 271.73, and they have
beaten Iowa this season.
The Dlini would also like to
raise their average from 276

and to win their own meet. They
have lost to the Salukis, Iowa
and Ohio State.
The Buckeyes are averaginp.
279-plus this season and they,
along with Penn State, are the
only teams to have beaten the
14-2 Salukis this season. Ohio
State is not going for the high
score in Champaign. as they
will bring just five allarounders to the meet. On
Sunday, gymnasts will be able
to go for their compulsory
scores in Champaign.
"That's why Ohio State is

Key trackmen 'IA.?ill be withheld
from meet to rest for Indiana
By David Wilhelm

Staff Writer

After an impressive ninthplace showing at the NCAA
Indoor Championships and two
easy victories to open the
outdoor season, the SIU-C
men's track team will compete
in six events this weekend at the
Paper Tiger Invitational in
Baton Rouge, La.
It will be the squad's last
competition before its big meet
with Bill Ten champion Indiana
31 McAndrew Stadiwn March
31.

The Salukis are entered in
three relay events: the 400meter intermediate hurdles, the
high jump and the BOO-meter
run. The other sru.c tracksters
will be staying home to prepare
for Indiana.
"I feel our key performers
ne"..(! to train through and rest,"
Coach Lew Hartzog said.

SIU-C has dominated the
early outdoor season, crushing
Missouri
and
Southwest
Louisiana March 17 in
Lafayette, La., and defeating
Northeast Louisiana, ArkansasMonticello and Alcorn State at
Monroe, La., March 13. Hartzog
said he was happy with those
performances, but that he is
looking forward to the
remainder of the season.
"We had a ver)' successful
trip," Hartzog said. "We won
with ease i~ both of them (the
meets). I'm pleased with the
way we went about it."
This weekend, the "competition will be fierce," Hartzog
said.
About 50 teams will be at the
meet, Hartzog said.
Among the teams at the invitational will be Alabama,
Mississippi
State
and
MissiSSippi, all of which are
NCAA qualifying teams.

°TID ~~
18DUS~

Dnfts

'.Close
Appleton Rum. OJ
S1.00
Moosebead

ii"ler~gp..

"If the boys do their job,"
Meade said, "we'll get the score
we want. raise our average and
win the meet."

IlAPPYHOUR ,.t;il~
DRAFTS.

-35~-

PITCHERSI-$1.75Ttnffld In WiiI S."n l v.

•••

ISAlIlI;UJlU[J/A
",'ill

_

HAIR PERFORMERS® NOW UNDER THE DiRECTORSHIP
OF INTERNATfONALLY KNOWN JOHN AMICO

•

. -_ _ _ OFFER GOOD FOR FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONL y _ _ _..

FRIDAY

.SO

But, Meade is more co .... ·
cerned about the Saluki

John would like to invite his friends, old and new, to take
advantage of some special "Specials", just for you .

2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY

.1:i.

Other teams that will compete in the Open are Illinois·
Chicago and Indiana State.
M~de said there will probably
be gymnasts from Western
Michigan and other schools who
will compete on Sunday.

JOHN AMICO, tne eclectic founder of the nation-wide HAIR
PERFORMERS, has been a driving force in the industry for
many years. An innovator, his emphasis on quality iJnd
highly-skilled hair deSign through continuous designer
education has attracted the country's best talent to the Hair
Performers Band Wagon.

l1lil1li1 ...... .

. Dos Equls S1.00
Mar,arltas S1.25

The
Salukis
will
be
represented by Sam Nwosu in
the intermediates, Stephen
Wray in the high jwnp and Mike
Elliott in the 800-meter. The
relays will Oe run by sprinters
\like Franks, Parrv Duncan,
Elvis Forde, Tony Adams and
Mark HiD.
Duncan was held out of the
squad's last outdo9r meet
because of a possible stress
fracture. After it was determined there was none, Hartzog
said he decided to bring Duncan
along slowly and will hold him
out of certain events for a while.
Duncan will compete in the 400and I,GOO-meter relays this
weekend but will be held out Qf
the 800-meter

bringing just five all·arounders
to the meet," Meade said, "so
that all five of them can try out
for the Championships of the
USA."
An all·arounder must score
110 points, which counts all·
around scores from a compulsory and an optional routine
to make it to the Championships
of the eSA Mav 17-19.
Meade said that John Levy,
David Lutterman, Kevin
Mazeika and Bryan Reed will
try out for the Championships of
the USA this Sunday.

HAIR SHAPING &, STYliNG
WOMEN
Reg. $16.50

MEN
Reg. $13.50

Now-S11 50 Now-S850

51.00
Sljoday 9·Close

2 for I MARGARITAS

• .~ 1~ N. Washington

.. . . .. . .. ~

457-3308 ~

~Bring inyour old Class Rings
I will design something

beautiful for you,

Wedding R in,gs

by

Allan$,luck

\'

...- - - - - s 2 . 0 0 OFF COUPON------.

- TEENS

.~

Reg.

I

$9.50
'9.00 $7.00

...... $11.50

-

JUNIORS -

Now

Reg.
Girls

Boys ......

No

$6.25
$6.75 $4.75

$8.25

..._ _ _ _ _ _ '2.00 OFF COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Now you can be yourself by following the crowd
S jiiiiiirjjiijiijiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiji.
. . . to John Amiciio'i

529·2341
213 S. Illinois

I buy or trade jor scrap gold

UNIVERSITY MALL • 1237 EAST MAIN
CARBONDALE • (618) 529-4656
Daily E&Yptian, Mardi

23,

11184, Page 2
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SOFTBALL
from Page 24
has a team batting average of
.159, anemic even by softball
standards. Only Tonya Lindsey
(eight for 16), Nancy McAuley
and Cindy Knight enjoyed
success during the SIU-C spring
trip to Oklahoma.
Brechtelsbauer, though, isn't
unduly concerned about her
hitting attack. She said last
week that the spring trip was
the hardest phase of the Saluki
schedule.
Instead, she is concentrating
on finding a productive batting

i

------------------1
KutpitiCJn I

I

r~~~.~.
"

.~';~

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg

Sophomore Gary Boc:khom will start the second game of SIUoC's
donblebeader Saturday aftern_ at Memphis State.

BOCKHORN from Page 24
State, when SllJ-C takes on the
Tigers in a douOieheader.
Saturday's twin bill opens a
five-game swing through
Tennessee for the Salukis, who
play a single game Sunday in
Memphis before busing to
Nashville for two games with
David Lipscomb on Monday.
Rain and wet grounds wiped
out SIU-C's first scheduled
home games of the season
Tuesday and Wednesday, when
Kentucky and Greenville were
due for visits to Abe Martin
Field
AC':ording to Memphis State
sports information, the weather
in Memphis has been good the
past few days, but there is a
chance of ram there Friday and
SaturdI.y.
The Tigers were 11-1 going
into their game with Christian
Brothers on Thursday. Among
their victims are Austin Peay,
Murray State, TennesseeMartin and Vf1sconsin.
, Jay Bellissimo is expected to
start in Saturday's opener and
Paul Saikia or Rich Koch will
probably pitch Sunday, Green

said. Mark Wooden, who pitched well in relief in Florida
and is being counted. 011 as SIUC's stopper from the bullpen,
may start Sunday if he doesn't
pitch Saturday.

compte~ stock of natural

The most

;00aW:tij;~k;;,"St:
(Bef1M!en North Illinois and the railroad)
Hours: 11:00 to 5:30 Mon.·sat.
Sunday 12 to 5 Phone 549-1741

h

~~1 SOFT FROZEN YOGURT-

~~e!st~bf~C!J°~~ti:1'1:~~

off, the order is in flux.
uI11 still juggle the lineup,"
said Brechtelsba'Jer. "It's hard
to tell right now.
"Pam Flens has been our
most consistent hitter in the
past. Kathy Richert has the
potential to hit, McCauley tas
the potential. Toni Grounds is
oot hitting the ball real hard yet
but she was hitting it hard last
night in practice."
Brechtelsbauer would like to
see more baserunners Saturday
- if she does, the Salukis might
get their running game out of
the block. They stole only two
bases in Oklahoma.
"We ""ouId like to run more,"
said Brechtelsbauer. "We
didn't have much opportunity to
run.,t
SIP-!: will use Sunnf Clark
and Eileen Maloney, Its only
two pitchers, this weekend.
Clark is 1-3, hut has a 0.48
earned run average, having
allowed only two earned runs in
28 inning&. Maloney has
struggled, and is 0-2 with an
ERA of 2.58.
"For softball that is not good
enough," Brechte1sbauer said.
"She needs to get that down
close to 1."
Indiana is the defending Big
Ten champion and went to the
nationals last year. Illinois
State, a long-time SIU-C rival.
usually has a strong team, said
Brechtelsbauer.

~.

~-;c..:J
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in a

cur

or cone

Ali the fun of ioe cream-plus the good things of yogurt
High in taste. ICMI in fat. Natural iruit flavors
Famws Oel"ll'lal qua::ty.

19~

l

· I
5peclo

Coupon Expires 4/15/84

----------------Ponderosa.

w~ BiflgeSt,J!eS'
lunch I7S-lu'lch ~n
a paper uag.

Army Officer Candidate School (D.C.S.) is a 14-week
challenge that will make you dig deep inside yourself fOr mental
and physical roughness. For stamina and <."Ourage.
It isn't easy. But you 11 discover w hat's inside you. You 11
know you have what it takes IV lead. You 11 come out a trim. fit
commissioned officer in the Army, ready ro ex~ leadership
slciUs civilian companies put a premium on.
If you're about ro get your degree in engineering or science,
it could be your neXt science should be OC.S.
Call yeur Anny Recruiter. LINCOLN SQUARE

MARlON
997·3332

ARMY. BEALLYOU CAN BE.

TJ's Discount Liquors
Old SlyIe• . . .
12~_

.....
'_'~_.'jl

$4 29

:'

·6_-

~

_.

***************
!' M.!!Ier .,-;,. _. .!
~.

.., .
• Buy20.t.
-.. w:
. . ,. .,.
• I FR..
. .. '~. •
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Turner has nlixed emotions
as gymnastics regionals near
By Jim Leu
Sports Editor
A season of hard work and
frustration will reach its peak
for the Saluki women's gymnastics team Saturday at the
('~ntral Regionals in Columbia,
Mo.
Only one team is assured 01
qualifying for the NCAA
championships, and that team
is the regional meet winner.
Five at-large berths are
available, but Saluki Coach
Herb Vogel said he does not
think a Central team will
receive ("ne of them. That
means his squad will have to
win the regionals in order to
advance.
SIU-C, lI-ll, is ranked No.3
with a 180.5875 average. Ahead
of the Salukis are Indiana State,
No. 1 with a 181.30 average, and
Alabama, No.2 wit.h a 181.20
average.
The Salukis won the regionals
two years ago. Surprisingly,
that squad is the only one in
Vogel's 21-year SIU-C coaching
career to finish with a losing
record.
Pam
Turner
wa~
a
sophomore on that squad. She
won seven all-around titles that
year, and nine last year. This
year, she has failed to lead the
team in scoring at least once.

Injuries have cut into Turner's year, a year in which she
thought might have been her
best ever. But though it has
been a "disappointing" year for
her, she said, she is a different
person than two years.
"I'm a lot more teamori. l~," Turner said. "It's a
good feeling."
Two years ago, Turner was
surprised that SIU-C won the
regJonals ("I mean we had a
losing record," she said.).
"It takes a lot of luck, a lot 01
concentration to win the
regionals," Turner !Ie'd.
And the squad two y"'.ars ago
didn't have the conce;ltration
needed, until the regional meet.
That squad had a lot of team
bickering, Vogel said. And that
squad depended on Turner quite
a bit.
"She
literally
carried
everybody on her back that
year," Vogel said. "I'm sure
she would've liked this to be her
best season."
This year's squad is different
from the one two years ago.
Turner is a prime example.
Injuries have knocked at least
five Salukis out of meets, and
have hindered as many more.
SIU -C is not dependent on just
one gymnast for success.
"Our success will depend
upon how well we perform as a

team this weekend," Vogel
said.
mdlancl State lost its top
gymnast, Debbie Amson, at the
Gateway meet two weeks ago
when she injured her l\nkle. She
is doubtful tor the regionals.
"I don't think Indiana State
has a shot ~!th"l.!~ Debbie
Amson," Vogel said.
Alabama's top gymnast,
Patty Rice. has been hurt of
late. Rice, a 37-point scorer, has
not been competing in allaround competition, and Vogel
said either All>bama is trying to
hold her back to get her healed
or is trying to hold back the
seriousness of her injury.
SIU-C is 3lmost over most of
its major injuries. Turner's
latest injury was to her hip, but
she is feeling better. Gina Hey's
ankle is almost healed, and
Vogel is expecting most of the
team's minor injuries to be
pretty well healed by the time
his squad gets tc the regionals.
"I think it's g<Ang to be a ra<:e
(between Alabama and SIUC)," Vogel said. "They'll have
to make some mistakes and
we'll have to hit our routines.
Alabama, on paper, has it going
away."
However, Vogel said he
hasn't seen a meet this year
that was won on paper. .

Rain bogs down softball season
:e::~~:J:i~e:k:l~ ~1:3d

By DaD Devine
Staff Writer

A waterlogged diamond has
forced the cancellation of the
Saluki softball team's first
bomestand and has driven the
Salukis into the limited conf"mes
of Davies Gym, where they
have been unable to do much
•.!1se but work in the batting
cages.
This weekend, improvising a
road-trip,
Coach
Kay
Brechtelsbauer will pack her
squad off to Indiana Saturday,
where it will take on Indiana
and Gateway Conference rival
Illinois State.
The Salukis had to cancel
Thursday's doubleheader with
quoodard

Invitational was canceled
Wednesday. Already fi ve
games have been canceled.
"We need to get back on the
diamond,"
said
Brechtelsbauer, who said her
team is severely limited by
having to work out in tiny
Davies Gym .
"It's put us behind, " she said.
"You just don't sef up a
diamond in Davies Gym. We've
been concentraing on the
batting cages but we need to see
some live pitching."
The Saluki hitters will be on
the spot when they face Indiana
at 10:30 a.m. and Illinois State
at !:30 p.m. SIU-C has scored

just five runs in six games and
See SOFTBALL, Page ZZ
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WHAT'S NEW AT SIRLOIN STOCKADE?
NOTTHE BIGGEST -BUTTHE BESTSOUP
AND SALAD BAR IN TOWN!
Our new improved soup and salad bar is absolutely Free with your meal _
with all your favorite fixings. We are the only steakhouse in town to add
to our salad bar, but not tCi our prices. Not a single price has been raised,
but don't take our word for it - just check and compare. Some places add
filler items that no one eatsl But we're Proud to Ii:;t our items below:
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1. Fresh Soup

n. Bean Sprouts

2. Fresh Soup

12. Peaches

3.
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5.
6.

13. Sliced Beets
14_ Garbonzo Beans
15. Applesauce
16. Potato Salad
11. Cole Slaw
lB. 3-Bean Salad
19. Macaroni Salad
20. Jello
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Cherry Tomatoes
Cauliflower
Broccoli
1. Cucumber & Onio" Salad
B. Chopped Eggs
9. Chopped Turkey
10. Shredded Cheese
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21. Baked Beans
22. 1000 Island DreSSing
23. French Dressing
24. Blue Cheese Dressing
25. Creamy Itaiian Dressing
26. Vinegar & Oil Dressing
21. Lo-Cal Dressing
28. Crackers
29. Bacon Bits
30. Croutons
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Blue Moon claims 1M nIen's A
cage croWD; 7 others win titles
By Steve Koul08
Staff Writer

:'1tramural
basketball
wra~'~ up its season this week
with championship games held
in eight leagues at Davies
Gymnasium.
The eight champions were
Blue Moon in men's A; Wombwreckers in rr .'s A six-footand-under; CCe<> in mea's B;
Utopia in men's B six-foot-andunder; Spanky's Gang in
women's A; Happy Hooker's in
women's B; Floor Play in coree A; and Red Riders in co-rec
B.
The men's A, B, and B si..1::oot-and-under leagues played
championship games Wednesday ni~t.
UI the highly skilled men's A,
Stan Gray scored 17 points and
Marlon Lofton and capt'lin
Linzie Ledbetter added 10 ea=!t
to learl Blue Moon to a 60-57
victory over EQuus VIII. Blue
Moon completed its season with
a 9-0 record.
"We were the defending
champion. hut nobody thought
we would win it again," said
Ledbetter, whose team, the
Night Rebels, won the tourney
last year.
"We have so much talent,
we're not a one-dimensional
team," he said. "U StAn had an
off-game, somebody on our
team would have picked up the
slack."
Equus VIII opened up a 21-16
lead late in the first half, but
Blue Moon scored five straight
points to deadlock the score at
21-21 at halftime.
The turning point occurred
with the score tied it 32-32 with
14 minutell left. Blue Moon,
behind a devasting fastbreak,
outscorea Equus VIII 13-2 to
take a commanding 45-34 lead.
Ledbetter sc,)red five points

and Gray hit two baskets from
the outside to key Blue Moon's
suurt.
• Equus VIII pulled to wit.'rln
60-57 on two free throws by
Jert:my Rowland and immedla~ely fouled Blue Moon's
Craig Rioo with nine seconds
left. Rios missed a on~-and-one
attempt and Equus VIII got the
rebound, but its comeback
effort was foiled when Btue
Moon's Terr Richardson intercepted a pass at midcourt
with six seconds ieit
Chris Rowland scored a
game-high 19 points for Equus
VIII, who l!nisbed its season at
7-1. Greg Parbs added 12 points
and Rowland 11.
In men's B, CCCP overcame
a 18-16 halftime deficit to post a
51-42 .. ictory over the Ace
Holes. CCCP finished UH) and
handed Ace Holes, 9-1, their
only loss of the year.
CCCP ,Placed four players in
do ...ble fIgures. Mark Scheibal
l'.lId Pat Roux scored 13 points
each, Steve Kooz added 12 and
Mike Bauml 11. The Ace Holes
were paced by Tom Jones, who
scored a game-high 25 points.
In men's B six-foot-andunder,
Utopia
stunned
previously undefeated Mutants,
33-28 in overtime.
The score was tied 27-27 in
regulation but Mark Hammer
scored four of his gallle-high 14
points in the overtime session to
key Utopia's 6-1 spurt. David
Buchanan added 10 points for
Utopia, who finished 9-2.
Mutants (9-1) were paced by
Mike Fields with eight points.
The men's six foot-and-under
A, and women's A and B
championship games, were
played Monday night.
Tyrone Eckols pourec! in a
game-high 22 points and Keith
McReynolds added 20 to lead
the Wombwreckers to a 54-47

victory over the HOllers in
men's A six-foot-and-under. Tbe
Wombwreekers finished their
seaso'! at 8-1.
David Strawn scor .-t 16 points
and Steve Brackney .uiaed IS in
vain for tht' Host'~s, who
finished 6-3.
Spanlty's Gang completed a 7o ~ason by defeating Yukondoits 45-35. Lucy Poprawski
scorrd 13 points and Laurie
Melvin and Laura McCune
added 12 points each.
Yukon·doits, who finished 6-1,
were paced by Susan Wright's
13 points and Jenny Shupryt's
10.
In women's B, Happy
Hooker's defeated Woosh in a
defensive struggle, 38-24. Lisa
Kartheiser scored a game-high
)2 points and Laura Bennett
added 10 for Happy Hooker's,
who finish'2d 7-0. Woosh, 5-3,
were led by Alice Kenady with
10 points.

8y Scott Rich

Writer

Saluki Coach Bob Steele and
lis men's swimming team sat
die Wednesday, the first day oi
!ompetitic.'n at the NCAA
);vision I Swimming and
)iving Championships, but
rhursday they picked up 18
Joints to rank 12th with two
.:lays of competitiOll lefl
The NCAA meet will conclude
;aturday at the PE House pool
D Cleveland.
Steele had thought that Saluki
fiver Nigel Stanton would
-epresent SIU-C in the threeneter diving competiti'Kl, but
)Ilestions raised by the NCAA in
-egard to Stanton '!o collegiate

eligibility forc€d Steele to
withhold him from competition.
"You don't COlmt on one
person for your points at the
NCAAs," Steele said, "but.
point,S are so hard to come by.
and 1 think Nigel would have
c:!~~, on the three-meter
The Saluki men got a chance
to make up ground Tbursday by
competing in three events: t.'1e
one-meter diving, 500 freestyle
and 800 freestyle relay.
Jim Watson was the lone
Saluki hopeful in the one-meter
diving event, but he failed to
make it past the preliminary
round. His five-dive total of
172.50 points placed him 37th (I{
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The co-ree championship
games were played Tuesday
night. In co-rec A, Kim Frick
and Peggy Kusinski combined
for 49 ~ints to help Floor Play
ruin Loose Shoes !..p~t bid, 53-

52.
Frick scored a game-high 28
points and Kusinski added 21 for
Floor Plax. who finished 7-0.
Laura Mc{;ane scored 26 points
and Pat Nicholson added 13 for
Loose Shoes, who finished 3-4.
In Co-rec B, Sonya Locke fired
in 21 points and Barb Clark
added 13 to spark the Red
aiders to a 50-40 victory over
Count Down.

The Red Riders fmished }.O
and handed COWlt Down,
their only loss of the year.
Kathy Cross scored 14 points for
Count Down.

RII!'lI:II
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Men rank 12th. at NCAA meet
~ff

.')1

39.
Gary Brinkman and Andrez
Grillhammar, standout
distance men for the Salukis,
competed in the 500 free. Brinkman took fourth (4:19.89) in his

1fr~~7.~:;-tina7lt~n~~
Grillh~

mmar finished 16th
(4:23.21) in the preliminaries
and failed to advance.
The 800 free relay squad
(Grillhalllmar, Barry Hahn,
Erwin Kratz and Joakim
Sjoholm) finished loth (6:35.07)
in tha preliminary heat. The
quartet qualified for the COD.. ·.Iati'n final!4, where it took
tI._rd (6:35.114) and ninth
overall.

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
Blue Moon's Stan Gray fires over Equus VIII's Jeremy Rowland for
two of his 17 points in the men's A intrnmural basketball championship Wednesday night at Davies Gym. Blue Moon woo the
game, and tbe title, 60-57.

Rlinois down.s Maryland
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) George Montgomery score<! 15
points to trigger a secondhll,lf
explosion that lilted sixthranked IllinoiS to a 72-70 victory
over 11th-ranked Maryland in
an NCAA Mideast Regional
basketball semifinal game
Thursday night.
Illinois, 26-4, will play in
Mideast championship against the winner of
the Louisville-Kentucky game
plzyed later Thursday.
Satu~'day's

The loss snapped an eightgame winning streak for
Maryland and the Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament
champi!'lns fmished the year at
24-8.

Dllnois ,-ode the shoo~ of
Montgomery, who scored eight
points in a ~econd-ha~f stretch.
The Dlini - who had been down
by as mlJl!h as nine points iii the
fIrSt half - came back from a
3Z-30 t-,alftime deficit to go
ahead by 11 points with 4:33
remainillg in the game.

Pitcher hopeful despite slump
Sy Daryl Van Schouwetl
itaff Writer

Gary Bock.ltom's earned run
,verage may be in boxcar
igures at this early stage of the
:aluki baseball team's season,
lut don't be misled by the
IUmbets.
The sophomore right-hander,
rno will be counted on to anhor SIU-C's pitching staff, beat
lutgers but was roughed up by
lational1" ranked
South
:&rolina m Florida last week.
lis ERA ballooned to over 10.
"Those lwl' outings were not
odicative of .tUs potential as a
itcher," said Saluki pitching
oach Jerry Green. "He's
truggling right now. His
:entrol isn't as sharp as it was

last year at this time. He's
trying to be too fine."
Last year, after starring at
Steelville
High
School,
Bockhorn turned down a chance
to pitch in tbe Instructional
League when the Kansas City
Royals selected him in the 12th
round in the JlDle, 1982 draft.
"'ibey said I'd play rookie
ball and H I advanced well I'd
move to A ball the next year,"
Bod'.horn said. "But they
dop~ted it."
With that, Dockham packed
his glove and spikes and beaded
to SIU-C.
"I wanted to be c1011e to home
the baseball program is
real gOOd here," he said. "I'm
Ral glad about my decision."
Since .Green wam't getting

and

'age 24. r aUy Egyptian. Marcb 23, 198f

great production O'.lt of his
pitching staff last year,
Bockhorn was called OIl to flitch
against top-r.otch competition.
Green said Bockhom pitched
against . Arkansas, South
Alabama and Miami two times
in his fnt four games.
"As a freshman," Green said,
"I probably would have rather
used him against some of the
teams that weren't so tough.
But hopefully the e'IpCrience
will carry ove!' ~,; this year."
"3Ockhorn posted it 4-5 record
WJth a 5.31 ERA, chalking up
wins a~ainst South. Alabama,
Evansville. Dlinois State ana
Bradley. He led the te-am in
strikeouts with 45. He sttu1ed 10
games and completed s"~. .
A hard thrower, Bockhorn

ownS an 86 mph fast ball, a
slider, cbangeup and a "slurve." The slurve, a mix between
a curve and slider, is new and
still in the developmenw stage,
Bockhom said.
As Bockborn walked off the
field after beating Rutgers last
week coact. Itc:ty Jones
Fabbed him by the front of his
Jersey and dealt him a toung":!lashing. Vii:at words of wisdom
ilidthe Saluki mentor have for
Bockhorn?
•. ) don't rp.a}ly want to say,"
Bockhorn said. "I'll just say
this - I respect him for what he
did. He did the right thing at the
time.
"I wasn't using "'1y smarts. I
was trying to OVdrpower the
bittetS and you can't do that at

this level."
Jones said. "Gary has to
change speeds mfl!'e and throw
his fastball m tight."
. ':~f he l~ t~ tbf0~ up and
m, Green satd, he 11 IDlprove.
That will makP his slitfer more
effective. H you don't throw up
a!1d in, the hitters will lean in on
you ...
Based on Green's ~ss,t!SSrn~t
of BockbOrr., the pltcuer will
take what his coach says to
heart.
"Gary:s very coachabl~,"
Green SlUc1. ".<\8 a coach, 1 like
his intensitr and willingness to
work on thir.gs."
Bockhorn will get bis next
turn Saturday at Memphis
See B,)cKHOItN_ Par-a zz

